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1 PROCEEDINGS 

2 MR. KOTZ: On the record at 9:59 a.m. on May 5th, 

3 2009, at the United States Securities and Exchange 

4 Commission. 

5 I'm going to swear you in. Would you please raise 

6 your right hand? 

7 Whereupon, 

8 DAVID OSTROW 

9 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn, 

10 was examined and testified as follows: 

11 EXAMINATTON 

12 BY MR. KOTZ: 

13 Q Okay. Could you state and spell your -- spell 

14 your full name for the record? 

15 A William, W-i-l-l-i-a-m, David, D-a-v-i-d, Ostrow, 

16 O-s-t-r-o-w. 

17 Q Mr. Ostrow, my name is David Kotz. I'm the 

18 Inspector General of the United States Securities and 

19 Exchange Conunission. I have with me my colleagues Heidi 

20 Steiber and Chris Wilsori, and you have represcriting you Ralph 

21 Talarico from NTEU. 

22 This is an investigation by the Offic~ of Inspector 

23 General, Case Number OIG-509, and we're going to ask you 

24 certain questions and you'll provide answers under oath. 

25 The court reporter will record and later transcribe 
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1 everything that is said. Please provide therefore verbal 

2 answers to the questions. A nod of the head or another 

3 non-verbal response won't be able to be picked up;by the 

4 court reporter. 

5 Also, so the record will be clear, please let me 

6 finish my question before you provide your response. 'In 

7 addition, it is important that you understand the questions 

8 and give accurate answers. If there's anything you don't 

9 understand or anything you do not know or are not sure about, 

10 please let me know. Otherwise, I will assume that you heard 

11 and understood the question. 

12 Do you understand those instructions? 

13 A Yes 

14 Okay. I'11 give you the standard Perjury Warning 

15 language. 

16 As you can see, your responses and statements given 

17 today are provided after you've sworn an oath. They will be 

18 taken down verbatim by the court reporter. 

19 This is an official U.S. Government law enforcement 

20 investigation. The claims asserted in this case are serious 

21 ones. 

22 It is very important that you tell me everything 

23 you know about the matter at hand and are completely 

24 forthcoming and truthful with me. I'm formallyadvising you 

25 that your testimony today is subject to the laws of perjury 

26 and providing false or misleading testimony under oath is a 

.L i- ~ ·Ti~~:_-l^:_-li:l;__·_~I_ ·:. -1:·:·:~-ii---- -~·-·i- :.,;;;--~ 
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1 very serious offense. If the evidence shows that the 

2 testimony you've given is false, we may refer it as 

3 appropriate. 

4 Do you understand those instructions? 

5 A Yes. 

6 Q Okay. I'm going to get some documents in for the 

7 record. This is a Warning, Employee Voluntarily Provide 

8 Information, Notice of Rights. I think it's been provided to 

9 you previously, but if you want to take a look at it, and 

10 it's okay to sign it. 

11 MR. KOTZ: And then, Mr. Talarico, this is a 

12 Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement since some of 

13 the information here may be deemed non-public. You can take 

14 a look at that and sign that. 

15 Okay. Mr. Ostrow, if you're finished, we'll mark 

16 this as Exhibit 1. This is the Notice of Rights. 

17 (SEC Exhibit No. 1 was marked for 

18 identification.) 

19 BY MR. KOTZ: 

20 Q It is right that this is your signature and date on 

21 Exhibit 1? 

22 A Correct. 

23 Q Great. Okay. 

24 MR. KOTZ: Thank you, Mr. Talarico. This we're 

25 going to mark as Exhibit 2. This is the Confidentiality and 

26 Non-Disclosure Agreement signed by Mr. Talarico and you 
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1 A On occasion. In some instances, there was one exam 

2 where he was the direct supervisor on it because there was no 

3 branch chief involved, in which case I did see him in the 

q ~ield, whereas on my most recent exam, he didn't come out to 

5 the field bllt we held meetings with him back in the office. 

6 Q What abo~t Robert Sollazzo, w~at is his position? 

7 A He is the Associate Regional Director o~ the 

8 Broker-Dealer Division at the New York Regional Office. 

9 Q Okay. So is he Nee's supervisor? 

10 A Correct. 

11 Q Okay. So how much involvement on an exam would 

12 Robert Sollazzo have? 

Z3 A I've had some examinations where he's been heavily 

14 involved and ocher exams where, you kricw, you might just hear 

15 the name mentioned in a program update,' you know, tor a job 

16 well done. 

17 Q So there's some exams where Sollazzo wouldnot be 

18 onsite at all? 

19 A Yeah. I don't think he's ever really come onsite 

20 of any of my exams, but sometimes it's just a lot of 

21 conference calls where to -- you know    or to 

22 other entities. 

23 (2 Now, when you condiict an exam, who is involved in 

24 determining the focus of the exam? 

23 A Well, currently, I guess myself as an examiner or 

26 junior examiner would write up a scope memo and send that to 
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or make changes· 
1 the branch chief or supervisor to approve 
2 prior to that, it W"S probably just either this is a cause 
3 exam, here's the reason why. if it's an OVETSight exam, you 
q iinow what to do, or if it's just a routine exam, you know, do 
5 some pre-exam work and figure out a scope. 
6 O Okay· Does the assistant director pla" any role in 
7 determining 0" apprnviny the focus of a cause exam? 
8 A The assistant director being John 

Nee in this case? 

9 (S Yeah. 

10 MR. TALARICO: John 
Nee was listed as an associate· 

1L Is he an ar,sistant? I mean, I'm 
TH~ WTTNESS: r thirik I said assistant or 

12 

13 associate· 

14 MR. KOTZ: I think So~~szzo was 
the associate and 

15 Nee was the assistant- 

16 MR. TALAKICO: Okayl okay. 

17 THE WITNESS: Yeah. 

18 BY MR. KOTZ: 

1Y a So I guess what I'm trying to figure out is you ge~ 
20 a complaint i" a"d there has 

to be a determination made what 

21 the ~ocus of the exam is going to 
be. You said that the 

22 staff accountant "Ould prepare something, Se"d it to the 
23 branch chief, but who would m~~e the final decision on what 
24 the focus should be? 

25 A Wel, to just go back for one second -- 
26 Q Sure. 

--~ -··--·":` ' 
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1 A -- the assignment memorandum is sent to the 

2 ex aminer. So we don't decide what exams to do. Once we're 

3 given an exam, we're either told what we're going there for, 

4 whether it's for a cause or for an oversight or for just an 

5 annual cycle or a cycle. 

6 Once we're told what exam wc'll be working dn, 

7 that's when you're usually provided more guidance as to what 

8 you'll be looking at and then you draft a memo or a scope 

9 based on that conversation with your supervisor or with the 

10 associate. 

11 CZ All right. But the initial determination of the 

12 ~ocus of the exam is given to you prior to when you start? 

13 n Correct. But it may be a one sentence form which 

14 you have to then expand into, you know, a page worth o~ 

15 notes 

16 Okay. And so then once you expand it into a page 

17 wbrth of notes, who would have the final decision to approve 

18 whether that page ~ull of notes is exactly what you're going 

19 to focus bn in the exam? 

20 A Only for the last year or so have I sent scope 

21 memos and had them reviewed and have comments made. Prior to 

22 a few years ago, it was really just -- r don't know if there 

23 was a formal scope memo or just sort of as the exam 

24 progressed, notes were taken and e-mails were exchanged. 

25 Q Okay. Why don't we get into it in more detail? We 

26 have a document. 

..._.. ~........ ...... ...;:...;,,...-,.,,i~;,~,;-;;;~~.·..;~.;·::·i·-~;·--;;·;- 
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1 All right. Let me start a little bit of a new 

2 subject. When did you first hear of Dernie Madoff or Madoff 

3 Securities? 

4 A I'm sure I knew the riame Bernie Madoff prior to 

5 being assigned an examination o~ the Broker-Dealer Unit in 

6 2005, whether just because he was a L~rge market ~aker. ~f r 

7 had -- i~ I had made a blue sheet request, you know, in years 

8 past prior to that, r probably got a response back fr-om 

9 Bernard Madoff firm. 

10 O Okay. So yo~i were aware that Bernie MadofT was a 

11 large market maker. nid you have any other sense of his 

12 reputation? 

13 A Not really. I wouldn't say -- r didn't know as 

14 much as when r started the examination and during 

15 pre-examination I =lid learn more about him. 

16 Q Okay. All right. Why don't we show you a 

17 document? This is an e-mail rrom Peter Lamore to you, dated 

18 3/30/2005, 11:55 a.m., and we're going to_mark this as 

19 Exhibit 3. 1 

20 (SEC Exhibit No. 3 was marked for 

21 identification.) 

22 (The witness examined the document.) 

23 BY MR. KOTZ: 

24 (Z Okay. Uo you know why you would have sent this 

25 e-mail, it looks like, to Peter Lamore, Paul Pocress -- 

26 A Pocress. 

,,,.,,;,,,,,,:.1;·,:-;-~·..;;··:~-.;-.- 

i;;~~~;~~~~,, ,;,,,,,., _.,;_;..;, .,..,i,.,:1,,,11..~..~~.~~~.-r,,;.,,,,,,,,, ~;,;,;,.~li~·~~-;~.~.~.~.·~.~~;.- 
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1 Q Pocress and then I guess yourself? 

2 A Why would I have sent this e-mail to them? 

3 (1 Yeah. 

4 A I believe either I had just started an examination 

5 of Bernard Madoff or was about to and probably during 

6 pre-exam work or from Factiva or some source found this 

7 article. Paul Pocress because he's just the resident 

8 examiner who knows an extreme amount of facts and details 

9 about -- if you throw out any family name, he knows, you 

10 know, where they own buildings, what their family owned, what 

11 other businesses. 

12 So r had probably told him at some point I'm 

13 starting Bernard Madoff and he probably gave me some 

14 background information and then, you know, I found this 

15 article and just shared it with him. 

16 Q Okay. And so this article refers to the Madoff 

17 Dynasty. So as you were kind of learning about Bernard i 

18 Madoff, did you understand that he was kind of an important 

19 figure in the industry? 

20 A Glancing over this article, seeing that him and his 

21 family are involved in multiple facets of the industry. 

22 Q Okay. So it's fair to say that at the time that 

23 you and the other folks on the exam started the exam, you 

24 were aware that Bernie Madoff was an important figure in the 

25 industry? 

26 A Correct. 

..,,,~,,~,,,,,;,,,,;~_i;,,,,,~;,,;.~~,;.,,,, .,,.;.i...,,;,,,;._,,i,;,,;.,~,,..,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,;,,.;:;.,~..,;~~~-~-r=·-1·.·-.i..;~-~.i:~.;~;L~·.~~.~~*·;~-~~;;-ii-iili: 
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1 Q And Peter Lamore responds, "Ha. Thanks." Any idea 

2 what -- why he wrote, "Ha?" 

3 A No idea. 

4 Q I'm going to show you another document. This is 

5 dated 3/28/2005, 4:14 p.m., from you to Peter Lamore. 

6 MR. KOTZ: We'll mark this as Exhibit 4. 

7 (SEC Exhibit No. 4 was marked for 

8 identification.) 

9 MR. TALARICO: This right here? 

10 THE WITNESS: The date of the last e-mail was? 

11 MR. TALARICO: March 30th, 2005. 

12 TKE WITNESS: Okay. 

13 MR. KOTZ: Yeah. So this is two days earlier. 

14 (The witness examined the document.) 

15 THE WITNESS: Okay. 

16 BY MR. KOTZ: 

17 Okay. And so Exhibit 4 is another document sent 

18 around kind of for background before the exam? 

19 A Looking at it, it says, "Background-Madoff" and 

20 usually in pre-exam, I come across a bunch of articles and I 

21 like to refer back to them later on or I just try to memorize 

22 a lot of them. And I probably later on used this to dig 

23 deeper into his London office. And I usually qite a lot of 

24 firms when they don't file on their CRD with FINRA, if they 

25 have outside business activities. So this is usually a good 

26 start of how I find things like that. 

;~,,.;; ,.,,,L,I,:,,,;. ,,,, j ~.;._...~.~·., .--=-;~- ~- -~- 
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1 Q Okay. So you were aware that Bernie Madoff served 

2 as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the NASDAQ Stock 

3 Market when you started the exam? 

4 A That he had served or that he was serving? 

5 Q Well, this article says he has served as Chairman 

6 of the Board of Directors of the NASDAQ Market, Stock'Market. 

7 A Okay. Yes. 

8 Q And you were aware that he was a founding member of 

9 the Board of Directors of the rnternational Securities 

10 Clearing Corporation in London? 

11 A From this article, yes 

12 Q Okay. 

13 A I don't know if that has much relevance to my exam 

14 in terms of what we were doing. 

15 Q Okay. But you collected these documents as 

16 background -- 

17 A Correct. 

18 Q -- for the exam? 

19 A Correct . 

20 Q Okay. Have you ever met Bernie Madoff? 

21 A Yes. 

22 Q On how many occasions? 

23 A For the two and a half months or so that I was 

24 onsite conducting an examination of the books and records of 

25 his broker-dealer. 

26 Q How many times? Did you see him every day? 

:,,,,;,i~,,r.~;-~·-·;---__,___~;_i~i:_;__~~~_;~,,,1,;;_~~,,,,_I_~~~_~__~,,~,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,;,,,,~,~u;~a~~hL:li.w,w--~cur.Y;·,,-=liI·-1 
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1 A I'd say almost every day, he was -- you know, 

2 usually have a contact person in the firm, like a compliance 

3 examiner. He was the contact person for myself and Peter 

4 throughout the 95 percent of the exam. 

5 BY MS. STEIBER: 

6 O Was it unusual to have the CEO as the contadt 

7 person in an examination? 

8 A Yes and no. There have been some exams where I've 

9 never met the president of a firm and other exams where you 

10 see them occasionally, they come in to see how things are 

11 going, but this was unusual but, you know, we began to learn 

12 that he was an unusual character. 

13 BY MR. KOTZ: 

14 (Z But had you ever had another exam where the 

15 president of the company was the main contact, the main 

16 person you talked to during the entire onsite exam process? 

17 A Probably been to a few two-or-three-person shops 

18 where, in that case, someone might have dual hats and you 

19 deal withthat person. So there have been a few examples but 15 

20 this was a very large firm, so it was a lot more unusual. 

21 Q Okay. So have you ever had a case before with such 

22 a large firm where the president was so involved as the 

23 contact person? 

24 A I would say no. 

25 Q After the examination ended, have you ever 

26 you ever have any contact with Bernie Madoff after that? 

,;·.,~;~r~.;~,~-~·i~~C.*i;.:*-;W~·~y~-~;UIU~II)IV*~i·II~IIIILI 
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1 R When you say examination ended, meaning the onsite 

2 portion of the examination or the final processing of the 

3 report? 

4 Q Let's say the final processing of the report. 

5 A I don't know if there was one call where he made 

6 when he was overseas either stating that he received the copy 

7 of the violation letter or if we were just letting him know 

8 that we sent it or we held the exit interview on the phone 

9 right before the report was processed. After that, I did not 

10 have contact or see Bernard Madoff after that. 

11 Q Okay. We'll talk about some of the specifics as we 

12 go through the documents. 

13 Were you aware of any other examinations or OCIE 

14 involvements with Madoff, other than the exam we've been 

15 talking about? 

16 MR. TALARICO: When you say was he aware, do you 

17 mean before the exam, during the exam, or after the exam? 

18 BY MR. KOTZ: 

19 Q Well, how aboutwhen the exam -- when you started 

20 your exam, were you aware of any other exams going on? 

21 A No. 

22 Q Okay. At a certain point in time you"did learn -- 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q -- that OCIE did another exam? 

25 A Yes. 

26 Q When was that? 
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1 A We had a meeting with Bernard Madoff and at some 

2 point he had said, "You should be aware of this. We've been 

3 in communication with OCIE and been going back and forth with 

4 them. " So myself and Peter, I think I researched it online 

5 afterwards, saw it wasn't on NRST, Name Relationship Search 

6 Index, I believe, which is an internal system, so there was 

7 no log of it there, and then I believe either -- I think John 

8 Nee sent an e-mail to John McCarthy requesting information 

9 related to this and then we became more aware of it. 

10 All throughout the examination, Bernard Madoff 

11 would drop the names of high-up people in the SEC and at 

12 first, you know, he just -- he would always reference people 

13 in OCIE and Broker-Dealers sometimes. So he knew a lot of 

14 people. He even came in and told mysel~ and Peter who the 

15 next chairman of the SEC was going to be a few weeks prior to 

16 us actually getting an e-mail at the SEC. So we were just 

17 pretty amazed by that, as well, and just -- 

18 Q So the first time you heard about this Headquarters 

19 exam was fromBernie Madoff? i 

20 A Correct. And then we verified it and got documents 

21 and had conference calls. 

22 BY MS. STEIBER: 

23 Q Why do you think that he would alwaysl do all this 

24 name dropping? Was it to, do you think, intimidate you or to 

25 impress you? 

26 A A combination of both. r mean, it didn't really 
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1 impress us. We just first thought he was throwing out a lot 

2 of names and then came to realize he did know these people. 

3 He did have conversations because we were skeptical at first. 

4 BY MR. WILSON: 

5 Q Were you aware of any other OCIE exams of Bernie 

6 Made f f, other than the one you just mentioned? 

7 MR. TALARICO: When? 

8 MR. WILSON: At any time. 

9 THE WITNESS: Not that I recall. r mean, I know of 

10 this one where they were looking into the hedge fund 

11 business, but -- and I -- no, I don't know if, during the 

12 exam or after, when I was -- I think another examiner had did 

13 an examination of Bernard Madoff back in the early '90s or 

14 something or mid '90s. So I don't know when that came about. 

15 BY MR. WILSON: 

16 Q Okay. But you don't know any details about that? 

17 A About that or about OCIE, no. 

18 (Z Okay. 

19 BY MR; KOTZ: 

20 Q Okay. If you could try to remember for us how you 

21 first became involved in the 2005 cause exam of Madoff 

22 Securities? 

23 A How I got assigned to it, I'm not sure. I know 

24 Peter was puton to the exam because he was a trader in a I: 

25 previous -- a previous job. So they figured having someone 

26 with industry experience on an exam where we'd be dealing 

,,,,,,,,~,,,.;,,,;,c.;r~-~Y;-~·r~·,;,,~~-~~lt-il~C~mri~i~--~1~Siliilil;i-i i··~-.i i~ ~ 
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1 with, you know, algorithms, hedge ~und or just al(jorithms in 

2 general and trading since we were going to be drilling down 

3 to see if the orders from the customer retail flow was being 

4 used to influence the -- the hedge fund returns. 

5 Q So who selected you? Who assigned you for the 

6 Madoff exam? 

7 A If you have to assignment memo, it would have on 

8 there, I know John Nee was the assignee. I know Ethan's 

9 father had passed away, so I don't know if there was ever a 

10 thought of him being on the exam or not, but it was lust 

11 assigned to me from John, I guess, because he's Ethan's 

12 direct supervisor and they wanted me to go out to the field. 

13 Q So what was your role in the exam? 

14 A I was the, I guess, senior examiner as well as, you 

15 know, a mentor to Peter. I don't know how long he had been 

16 there, but r remember him filling out like an annual 

17 evaluatiori, junior- evaluation form for one of the other staff 

18 members during the course of the exam or right after. So I i 

19 helped him, you know, how to -- how to -- what I had done ~n I 

20 the past in terms of writing up stuff. i 

21 (1 Okay. 

22 BY MS. STEIBER: 

23 Q So you were the lead on the exam? Isl that the 

24 technical term? 

25 A During the exam portion, yes, I'd say I was the 

26 lead. In terms of follow-up stuff, I wasn't reallyi you 

,;,., ~,,,.,,_,;,.~,,,;,,. ;, -..~. -,,,,,-~;..Y-c~i- 
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1 know, involved as much, just secondhand. 

2 Q And was there a branch chief on the team? 

3 A There was no branch chief assigned to this exam. 

4 Q Wasn't that unusual? 

5 A Probably. I'm sure there are other instances, you 

6 know. They're not going to stop the SEC for three or`four 

7 months while someone, you know, bereaves. 

8 Q But in most exams you have that are cause exams, do 

9 you have a branch chief on the matter? 

10 A I would say 90 percent of the time, 95. Maybe one 

11 other time I might have been assigned by a supervisor or even 

12 one small exam, I think Rob Sollazzo worked closely with 

13 because maybe   had been out or someone had been 

14 out. 

15 BY MR. KOTZ: 

16 Q Were you aware of why the cause exam was being 

17 initiated? 

18 A Yes, it was three factors. There was a MarHedge 

19 article written, I think in 2000-2001, regarding Bernie 

20 Madoff and there was an article in Barren's by Erin Arvedlund 

21 in 2001, I believe, related to the firm, and there was also 

22 an IA exam done, I guess, with    

23 and I guess some e-mails or referrals or something was made 

24 to Broker-Dealer and we used that, as well, basically just 

25 e-mailed back and forth saying how does he get such great 

26 returns. 
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1 Q And how was the determination made as to what the 

2 focus of the exam would be? 

3 A I would say we really used the Barren's article and 

4 the MarHedge article as a starting point and just tried to 

5 figure out, use that as an outline and just go along to see 

6 if the customer order flow is being used, you know, i~ there 

7 was some sort of black box algorithm that was picking off, 

8 you know, large block trades and so that's where we started. 

9 Q So you used those two more than the  

10 e-mails? 

11 A The  probably just was more recent than 

12 those other two articles and sort of in the same -- same 

13 genre. 

14 Q Okay. So what was the focus of the 2005 cause exam 

15 of Madoff Securities? 

16 A To prove that he wasn't -- that Bernard Madoff 

17 wasn't using profits or information, data mining, of the 

18 customers of the broker-dealer to the benefit of a handful of 

19 investmentadvisory or whatever it is that Bernard Madoff 

20 referred to them as. We had a real difficult time dealing 

21 with him. 

22 Q And so that -- is that front running? I 

23 A Looking to see if he was front running, if there 

24 was inside information or just, you know, you know, -- that's ·- 

25 it. 

26 (Z Okay. All right. I s~ow you another document. 

,,,;,~,,,;,.,,.,,,,,,~,,,,,.,,,,,ll.,,imI-1L;;·~-i,,-i~aj~;:.-,·-r~~-;;I~;·r; 
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1 MR. KOTZ: We'll mark this as Exhibit 5. This is a 

2 memo from Dorothy Eschwie to Robert Sollazzo and Richard Lee, 

3 dated April 22nd, 2004, with some attachments. 

4 (SEC Exhibit No. 5 was marked for 

5 identification.) 

6 (The witness examined the document.) 

7 THE WITNESS: Where -- where was this produced from 

8 or -- 

MS. STEIBER: These are from the workpapers. 

10 THE WITNESS: Of the broker-dealer? 

11 MS. STEIBER: That was produced by Nero. 

12 MR. KOTZ: The workpapers for the exam. 

13 THE WITNESS: For the Madoff exam? 

14 MS. STEIBER: Yes. 

15 MR. KOT7.. Yeah. 

16 (The witness examined the document.) 

17 THE WITNESS. Okay. 

18 BY MR. KOTZ: 

19 Q Do you recognize these documents? Exhibit 5? 

20 A I know I recall the cover sheet. I'm not sure if I 

21 recall seeing the second page. I guess I was there, but -- 

22 and I know the report contained -- our final repo`rt 

23 contained, you know, excerpts from here. I'm not sure if I 

24 had read this whole thing, if I had had a copy of it, you 

25 know. You're saying it was in the workpapers. 

26 Q Okay. But you mentioned before e-mails that were 

.,,,i,,,,,; ,,,,,-;,,·.n~is.~,i~,·W,,i~i.;.;,;.~T;r-.-.-~~L-l~~il.i-) i;~irrr~5-~_;:ii-~iuC~*iliii.Zl~i~i_LI~..I~-~~:YI~I\-LCli~C-IUL~LI·~i~i~i-~l~-~L~l-Ci~li~(~T_i~~?~i;n·)-INI--i~_l-;C~IYU1l~ 
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1 poi~t to make here is that not only are we unsure as to how 

2   makes money for us, we are even more unsure as to how   

3 makes money from us; i.e., why does he let us make so much 

4 money? Why doesn't he capture that for himself?" 

5 Do you recall that being something that you were 

6 aware of at the time? 

7 A Sure. Because that's -- that's an exact point 

8 that's made in the 2001 Barren's article and the MarHedge 

9 article. So that was another thing we were -- you know, we 

10 asked Bernie in meetings why don't you make the 2 and 20 or 

11 the common percentages from hedge funds, you know, and he 

12 said he was just fine making the 4 cents per share which were 

13 considered commission equivalents and these customers weren't 

14 considered customers and it wasn't considered an investment 

15 advisory. 

16 g Did you consider that unusual, that there was this 

17 money kind of left on the table that he didn't collect? 

18 A No, because I guess he had an explanation for that, 

19 that he was fine with just making the 4 cents order flow 

20 which 4 cents per share which worked out to be $70 or $80 

21 million a year during 2001-2002. 

22 S Looking further down in this paragraph, it says, 

23 "The point is that as we don't know why he does, what he does, 

24 we have no idea if there are conf~icts in his business that 

25 could come to some regulator's attention. Throw in that his 

26 brother-in-law's his auditor and his son is also high-up in 
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1 the organization, imagine that, and you have the risk of some 

2 nasty allegations to freezing of accounts, et. cetera, et. 

3 cetera." 

4 Do you remember that being an issue that you looked 

5 at in the exam? 

6 A I know the first part of the sentence was written a 

7 lot. So in terms of conflicts in his business that could 

8 come to some regulator's attention, maybe just because that 

9 went back and forth in our, you know, rough drafts to the 

10 report, so I know that was a snippet taken. 

?1 In terms of, you know, from my e-mail about the 

12 Madof~ Dynasty, you know, we know to look Tor con~licts ill 

13 terms of, you know, everyone's family and everyorie's related, 

14 who's reviewing whose documents and the outside brokerage 

15 statements. 

16 (Z Was that a concerri, cun~licts in his business, to 

17 you as an examiner? 

18 A It was a concern. It's always a concern that it 

19 could be a problem, but we really didn't deal with anyone 

20 else at the firm, other than Bernie, and we tried to, you 

21 know, have conversations with Peter or have conversations 

22 with Shana and, you know, usually were thwarted or once in a 

23 blue moon we were able to send an e-mail out tol Shana to 

24 request an a-mail or something. 

25 So we really just had the written supervisory 

26 procedures to go with and, you know. 
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1 Q Did you think it was odd that you -- you said -- I 

2 think you used the word "thwarted in efforts to talk to other 

3 people, other than Bernie." 

4 A Did we think it was odd? Yes, it was odd. 

5 Q Okay. What about the issue of auditor 

6 independence? During the exam, did you look into that? 

7 A No, I don't believe we looked into that. I know we 

8 had a copy of the annual audit of the broker-dealer, I 

9 believe, in my files. That's it. 

10 Q Okay. Further on in this same document that we're 

11 talking about, it says, "It's high season on money managers 

12 and Madoff's head would look pretty good above Eliot 

13 Spitzer's mantle. I propose that unless we can ~igure out a 

14 way to get comfortable with the regulatory risk in a hurry, 

15 we get out." 

16 Did you get the indication that at least the folks 

17 in  believed that Madoff may have been violating 

18 the law? 

19 A I can't -- I'm not comfortable commenting on that 

20 paragraph because I don't recall reading this particular 

21 e-mail. I know snippets of it. I know conversations with 

22 Peter. I know -- you know, I don't know if it was just 

23 paraphrased for me or -- 

24 Q Okay. If you look at the next page of Exhibit 5, 

25 do you see where it says, and this is -- there's an asterisk 

26 and underlines, do you see that, where it says, "We at 
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1  have totally independent evidence that Madoff's 

2 executions are highly unusual." 

3 Do you know it you ever tound out what that totally 

4 independent evidence was? 

5 A No, I don't believe so. 

6 BY MS. STEIBER: 

7 Q Did your supervisors, Nee or Sollazzo, ever suggest 

8 that you contact  to gain additional information? 

9 A No, I don't believe so. I did research on 

10  and   , the head of it, and the whole 

11 black box and just tried to really get up to speed and 

12 understand algorithms as quick as I could at the start of 

13 this exam to try to figure out the black box trading that 

14 they were using there. 

15 BY MR. KOTZ: 

16 Q And in your research on  what did you 

17 find about that company? Was it a credible company, 

18 sophisticated company? 

19 A Sophisticated, hired a lot of Ph.D.s in mathematics 

20 from Stony Brook where I guess -- near where they're located, 

21 but also extremely secretive, like Mr. Madoff. 

22 Q But a credible source for allegations, would you 

23 say, given their sophistication? 

24 A I don't understand. 

25 Q In other words, if you get an allegation from an 

26 entity that says somebody's engaged in something improper, 
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1 wouldn't you look at where it comes from? Wouldn't you say 

2 that since  was such a sophisticated entity, an 

3 allegation coming from them would be credible? 

4 MR. TALARICO: Can I have a minute with him? 

5 MR. KOTZ: Sure. You want to go off the record? 

6 MR. TALARICO: Yeah. 

7 (The witness conferred with counsel.) 

8 MR. TALARICO: Mr. Ostrow has been shown Exhibit 5 

9 and Exhibit 5 has a lot of notations and handwriting and we 

10 don't know when these -- when these notations or handwriting 

11 or underlining was done, was it done before the exam, was it 

12 done after these done? These papershave been all over the 

13 SEC, especially since Madoff got exposed, and very well these 

14 things could have been underlined, you know, as a CYA measure 

15 by someone else. We don't -- he's never seen these documents 

16 in this form with these underlines. 

17 THE WITNESS: That I recall. I don't recall seeing 

18 the notes with stuff on it. Just snippets of it. 

19 MR. KOTZ: Okay. 

20 THE WITNESS: I mean, when -- when the memo came 

21 out to hold all documents and conserve everything and stuff 

22 and we started transferring stuff to a shared file, everyone 

23 in the Commission was able to open up those files, oh, I'm 

24 seeing your stuff being posted on the J Drive. There was no 

25 sort of controls over it, just in general, like a going 

26 forward thing for other exams. 
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1 BY MR. KOTZ: 

2 Q Okay. You know that this is Lamore's handwriting 

3 on the third page, right? 

4 n Looking at it now and knowing wha7~ his handwriting 

5 looks like, yes. 

6 (Z Okay. But you don'~ know who made these underlines 

7 and this asterisk? 

8 A I can't speculate who made them. 

9 (r Okay. That's fine. Before the break, I had asked 

10 you, I guess, about kind of the source. Given  

11 sophistication, would you consider information from them to 

12 be credible? 

13 R Not necessarily. You know, depending what the 

14 source is, bu, people always pro~ide tips. I've sat in 

15 con~erence rooms and gotten tips from employees, you know, 

1~ who ar~ about to quit or something and maybe it's just a 

17 vendetta against the firm or something or just jealousy if 

18 someone's earning 12 percent, why can't I? 

19 BY MS. STEIBER: 

20 Q In this case these are internal e-mails, though, 

21 correct? They're e-mailing each other. So there's not - 

22 BY MR. KOTZ: 

23 Q And in fact, isn't it the case that they didn";- 

24  didn't provide these e-mails Co you? These 

25 e-mails were discovered by the SEC in an exam? 

26 A Exam, sure. So if it's something from an IA 

1 ~;; i;;,:_I,., ..., : ; ; -;...... c ~...-..· ·;r~::~- 
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1 examiner, take it serious, but still has to take it with a 

2 grain of salt what the people are writing back and forth to 

3 each other. But, you know, I don't think I zeroed in on that 

4 particular sentence, if I had seen this e-mail, you know. 

5 (Z Okay. 

6 A And we were there to see if the executions were 

7 highly unusual ourselves. So that's what we were there to 

8 verify. 

9 (2 Okay. 

10 A The market making. 

11 Q Okay. If we look at the next document, if you look 

12 at -- do you see where it says Number 1 and then there's two 

13 paragraphs down? 

14 A Mm-hmm. 

15 "By this measure, Madoff could do only 750 million, 

16 that is with him doing 100 percent of the option volume in 

17 this chosen strike with a generous 15 percent assumption. 

18 Let's assume that he spreads it over three days, so we get to 

19 2.1 billion, still far short of the target numbers." 

20 Do you want to just kind of read the point in 

21 Paragraph -- in Section 1 of this e-mail and just let me know 

22 whether this is an issue that you recall or you looked at? 

23 A Options in general we looked at and while if we 

24 tried to figure out these kind of numbers, we were told by 

25 Bernard Madoff during the exam that, r believe in January of 

26 '04, the firm stopped using options. So once he tells us 
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1 that, it made me at least think do the outside funds, like 

2 Kingate and FEMA, know that he's no longer using options, but 

3 it sort of removed the question of could he do this on an 

4 exchange where they don't trade that many options? 

5 Q Did you do anything to verify that what Bernie was 

6 telling you was correct? 

7 MR. TALARICO: With respect to what? With respect 

8 to options? 

9 THE WITNESS: If he says he's not option trading 

10 and we ask for option accounts and he doesn't provide them 

11 because he says there is no option trading, that -- I mean, 

12 there's not much more to verify -- 

13 MR. KOTZ: Okay. 

14 THE WITNESS: -- and the statements just showed 

15 securities on it. 

16 BY MS. STEIBER: 

17 Q Did you check with a fund to funds -- you had just 

18 named a few -- to find out if they believed that Madoff was 

19 trading options? 

20 A No, we didn't check with them. We had -- myself 

21 and, you know, we had wanted to check with them and -- 

22 (Z And what happened? 

23 A We sent an e-mail to John Nee, I guess, informing 

24 him we were about to come back from the field, that we 

25 thought it would be good to go there to look at their 

26 marketing material, to look at their returns that they were 
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1 New York, and Fairfield Greenwich, either their New York 

2 office or Connecticut office. 

3 BY MR. KOTZ: 

4 Q Okay. If you look at the bottom of this same page, 

5 "Of course, all of our trades are with Madoff as the 

6 principal, so or option positions are OTC with Madoff." It 

7 goes to the next page. "So he can choose to use any strike, 

8 any total volume he chooses, but the risk must be covered 

9 somewhere if he's doing these trades at all. So we need an 

10 OTC counte rparty, not necessarily a bank, who's willing to do 

11 the basket of the options, plus the underlying, with Madoff 

12 at prices unfavorable for the OTC counterparty in 10 to 15 

13 billion!!! Any suggestions who that might be? None of it 

14 seems to add up." 

15 Do you remember this issue at all? 

16 A What was the name of the underlying -- was it HRH 

17 or Heritage or something? I'm just trying to think because 

18 when we got down to it with Bernie and finally got a list of 

19 the 15 or 16 or 14 entities, I don't know if this particular 

20 entity was one of the entities he gave us. 

21 Q Okay. But what about the issue of the -- the point 

22 here that you would need a counterparty who's willing to do 

23 this, who didn't think that there would be a csunterparty who 

24 would be willing to do it because the prices would be 

25 unfavorable to the counterparty in 10 to 15 billion? Was 

26 that an issue that you guys looked at or do you recall that 
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1 issue? 

2 A I don't recall that issue. I don't know if it was 

3 done in London or prior to when he stopped doing it in 2004. 

4 I'm not sure. 

5 Q All right. Why don't we show you the next 

6 document? 

7 A Okay. Okay. This is an e-mail from Dorothy 

8 Eschwie to Robert Sollazzo, 5/11/2004, 5:21 p.m. 

9 MR. KOTZ: We're going to mark it as Exhibit 6. 

10 (SEC Exhibit No. 6 was marked for 

11 identification.) 

12 (The witness examined the document.) 

13 TKE WITNESS: Okay. 

14 BY MR. KOTZ: 

15 Q Okay. Does it appear as i~ Sollazzo is responding 

16 to the Madoff referral from   Do you 

17 think that this is that same matter? 

18 A Was this -- this was -- is this taken from Robert 

19 Sollazzo's e-mail or was this something provided in our box 

20 of documents because this is a year earlier than our exam? 

21 Q Right. Do you see where Sollazzo says, "We believe 

22 this matter is worthy of an examination when resources 

23 permit?" Were you aware that the information came in or the 

24 decision was made to make -- to do an exam significant time 

25 earlier but Sollazzo was waiting for resources? 

26 A Probably as soon as r got the assignment memo, 
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1 whenever that was, maybe a week before I had heard about it, 

2 you know, and sometimes we're asked to type up our own 

3 assignment memo. In this case, r wasn't, but for Ethan, I've 

4 done that before. I don't recall this, and I don't think T'd 

5 seen that. 

6 CZ Okay. 

7 A That's why, also, I'm sort of -- I don't know if -- 

8 you know, this was looked at back in '04 and then just 

9 carried over into our exam. 

10 Q Okay. It says, "Since the trading scheme appears 

11 somewhat complex, we'll have to assign an experienced 

12 examiner who has sophisticated knowledge of options. When 

13 the time is right, we will strike." 

14 Were you aware that SoLlazzo waited essentially for 

15 Lamore to start the exam because of Lamore's options 

16 experience? 

17 A No. I know he was put on the exam because of his 

18 experience as a trader. So I didn't know it was being 

19 like -- I didn't have an assignment memo with a TEA or 

20 s ome thi ng, to be announced, and r waited a year or something. 

21 I don't believe that happened. 

22 CZ And then in this same e-mail, Sollazzo says, "The 

23 story, especially with consistent high returns earned over an 

24 extended period, makes you wonder." 

25 Was that something that was -- that you understood 

26 to be a focus of theexam to explain the consistent high 
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1 returns earned over an extended period? 

2 A Yes, based on the MarHedge article, references to 

3 e-mails from   and the Barren's article. 

4 Q So in the exam, you looked at the issue of how 

5 Madoff could obtain these consistent high returns earned over 

6 an extended period? 

7 A I would say we verified through trading data the 

8 types being returned monthly and yearly. We then also looked 

9 at, you know, trading desk and tried to correlate if, when he 

10 put on a basket of stocks, if it had anything to do with the 

11 order flow of the day and since these trades were done months 

12 apart, you know, there were a lot of inconsistencies in terms 

13 of data provided to us, why don't we see a trade on this day, 

14 and he told -- Bernard Mador~ would let us know, well, it was 

15 a trade placed two months ago and it just happened to get 

16 executed then. 

17 So there was a lot of back and forth related to 

18 that, but we tried to just verify the actual returns earned 

19 by both the hedge fund and by the broker-dealer. 

20 Q Okay. So you didn't kind of get to the bottom of 

21 the question of how he was able to obtain consistent high 

22 returns over -- earned over an extended period in the exam? 

23 A Through the split strike conversion purportedly 

24 that he was using and we looked at a few month sector and saw 

25 that he was returning one-one and a half percent a month 

26 which would come to the 12 percent and we, you know, used 
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1 spreadsheets and calculated from his side of the view as to 

2 what was happening, but we wanted to go to, you know, 

3 Fairfield Greenwich to then see is this the same returns 

4 being reported to the investors on their end. 

5 Q So by the end of the exam, you had satisfied 

6 yourself as to the explanation of how Madoff was able~to 

7 obtain these consistent high returns earned over an extended 

8 period? 

9 A We satisfied ourselves at the end of the exam 

10 knowing that he hadn't -- wasn't front running individual 

11 customers and order flow. We still knew and felt that it was 

12 highly suspicious and just odd and the whole story, there 

13 were inconsistencies, so, you know, that were unsettling, 

14 but, you know, there's only so much you can stress the point 

15 to your supervisors and, you know, before you put on the next 

16 exam and even -- even sitting in on testimony and stuff I 

17 wanted to do, but again I was up in Albany, I was doing 

18 another examination and I was just told you don't need to be 

19 there, you know, Pete will be there, someone else will be 

20 there and, you know, the year before I worked hand in hand 

21 with Enforcement and, you know, found someone -- Madoff had a 

22 sham $400 million transaction just to get on the board of a 

23 creditor's committee. 

24 Q So toward the end of the exam work, after you had 

25 established that you didn't believe there was front running, 

26 you wanted to do more? 
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1 A I think throughout the exam we wanted to do more, 

2 but there was a lot of questionable things in terms of -- and 

3 just semantics in terms of the London office. Is it a 

branch, is it an affiliate? You know, Bernard Madoff liked 

5 to play with words. So, therefore, we'll deem it an 

6 affiliate, so it doesn't have to fall under certain 

7 regulation or, you know, the investment advisors, he wasn't 

8 trading the money for them, he was just handling the trading 

9 for them and directing them, based on his black box models. 

10 So, you know, there was frustration throughout the whole 

11 exam. 

12 Q And so were there specific things that you or Peter 

13 wanted to do with respect to the exam that you weren't able 

14 to because of your supervisors, other than the one you 

15 mentioned previously about going to the feeder fund? 

16 A No. There were a few other issues, I mean, in 

17 terms of we were looking at like closing cross data. We 

18 spent a lot of the exam also just trying to get up to speed 

19 and understand the types of vocabulary that the firm was 

20 using for Robe and Godfather and all the different systems 

21 they used to try to outsmart the system and pick off money 

22 through proprietary trading. 

23 So there was an issue where we felt that they had 

24 an advantage of getting the NASDAQ closing and opening 

25 information a few seconds before the rest of the market did 

26 and since we knew in the back of our heads that he's very 

i..; ··--::::·.-···:-. -.-.;·ii·_-.·.,;..; ...,; ·-·;;;--i·-··;· -; ··;-·-I·;-···:···--· 
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1 involved with NASDAQ and Primer which was the trading system 

2 and he would bring people in from Primer. They would work 

3 there for a year or two and then they would go back to 

4 Primer. 

5 So we knew they had the capability of setting up 

6 systems to exploit situations like that and in the end we had 

7 conversations with the people at NASDAQ and they did verify 

8 that, yes, it's possible that someone could have a slight 

9 lead over someone else, but that was sort of it, and, you 

10 know, we made NASDA~ aware of the situation. 

11 Q Okay. I'm going to show you that next document. 5 

12 and 6 back. 

13 MR. KOTZ: All right. We're going to mark as 

14 Exhibit 7 a series of e-mails from   to   

15 and others, dated Thursday, November 13th, 2003, with 

16 numerous e-mails after that in a whole packet, as Exhibit 7. 

17 I'd just ask that you take a look at them and let 

18 me know if you recall ever seeing these e-mails. 

19 (SEC Exhibit No. 7 was marked for 

20 identification.) 

21 (The witness examined the documents.) 

22 THE WITNESS: Besides this first one or two that 

23 were presented in Number 5, I don't believe I had seen any of 

24 the other ones and also the other one you pointed out about 

25 the cherry-picking stuff on the fourth page. So whatever was 

26 previously presented to me in our files, but I don't remember 
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1 having this much detail about   

2 BY MS. STEIBER: 

3 Q Would the additional detail have been helpful in 

4 your exam? 

5 A I would say so. 

6 (SEC Exhibit No. 8 was marked for 

7 identification.) 

8 BY MR. KOTZ: 

9 Q Okay. I have another document for you. We'll mark 

10 this as Exhibit 8. This is an e-mail from John Nee to you 

11 and Peter Lamore, 12/22/2004, 3:17 p.m. It says, "FYI. Most 

12 recent NASD Exam Report" and attached is an exam report. 

13 A Okay. 

14 Q Okay. Do you remember seeing this document? 

15 A It was e-mailed to me. 

16 Q Okay. But would it be common to look at a most 

17 recent NASD report for an entity that you're doing an exam 

18 of? 

19 A Yeah. It would be part of the examination work. 

20 Q Okay. 

21 A I guess you have when the assignment memo was sent, 

22 so I don't know if it was right before this or right after 

23 this. I know we started the exam, I believe, in like March 

24 of '04. March of '05. Sorry. 

25 Q Okay. If you look at Page 12 of 26 to this 

26 document, Exhibit 8, do you see where it says, "Internal 
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1 Audit?" 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q It says, "The staff responsible for conducting 

4 internal audits have an appropriate degree of independence 

5 for the departments and people they audit," and then it says, 

6 "Response N/A," do you see that, and then the next page, "The 

7 firm does not have an internal audit department." 

8 Do you remember that, flagging that as an issue at 

9 any point, that the Madoff firm didn't have an internal audit 

10 department? 

11 A Possibly not. 

12 Q Okay. 

13 A I know the NASD Exam Report, also, I don't think 

14 had any reference to the hedge fund account. So we also 

15 take, you know, these reports with a grain of salt. 

16 Q Okay. 

17 BY MS. STEIBER: 

18 Q Why do you take NASD reports with a grain of salt? 

19 MR. TALARICO: I'm sorry. 

20 THE WITNESS: I just -- you know, even on like a 

21 current exam, you know, going through FINRA workpapers and 

22 reviewing them and seeing that like stuff just sometimes is 

23 missing there, sometimes you get stuff from the firm and 

24 sometimes the firm has a way of going back and forth with 

25 attorneys, knocking stuff off the final exam report, but 

26 things that I might feel that shouldn't have been knocked off 
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1 or was an issue. 

2 So in that sense, I guess sometimes there are 

3 oversights. 

4 Do you think FTNRA has these oversight because 

5 they're too closely affiliated with the industry since it's 

6 an SRO? 

7 A Possibly industry, but, I mean, I've seen it on 

8 every exam -- not every exam but on a lot of exams where 

9 there's just, you know, a lot of my exams have strong 

10 oversight comments, I would say, of things that are either 

11 completely missed. So -- 

12 Q Is it -- 

13 A -- not necessarily Madoff family-related but just 

14 in general, I guess. I don't know if that's 

15 industry-related. 

16 Q Is it possibly examiner incompetence? 

17 A Possibly, but more so maybe that it's a check box 

18 ~ system and they don't think outside the box and even though 

19 sometimes we think outside the box, sometimes we're stopped 

20 from thinking outside the box and I might have been one of 

21 the first examiners in the office to do an e-mail review and 

22 supervisor and I sort of got in trouble for doing it but 

23 later was told you did a good job, you know, and that became 

24 routine where everyone did it. So sometimes you go against 

25 the grain but it pays off. 

26 BY MR. KOTZ: 
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1 Q But something in an NASD report like this, "The 

2 firm does not have an internal audit department," so you 

3 would think that maybe that was incorrect and they did have 

4 an internal audit department or you would -- 

5 A I would say that since our focus was mostly to see 

6 in terms of the order flow and front running and things like 

7 that, we didn't really do a financial review. 

8 focused on the things we were looking at, spent a lot of time 

9 analyzing tick by tick trades of stocks to make sure 

10 customers weren't being harmed. So, you know, I know on my 

11 next exam or two exams after that, a huge focus of my exam 

12 was internal audit and what they were doing and were they 

13 seeing everything properly 

14 Q Okay. 

15 A -- and had someone working on the exam who was 

16 extremely well-versed in internal audit. 

17 Q But that wasn't a focus in the Madoff exam? 

18 A On this exam? No. 

19 Q Okay. We're going to show you the next document, 

20 Exhibit 9. This is an e-mail from Peter Lamore to you, dated 

21 3/17/2005, 10:32 a.m., and at the bottom of the page, in an 

22 e-mail from Peter to you, as well, it refers to Focus 

23 Reports. 

24 (SEC Exhibit No. 9 was marked for 

25 identification.) 

26 BY MR. KOTZ: 
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1 BY MS. STEIBER: 

2 Q Okay. What are they? 

3 A These appear to just be annual audited reports as 

4 opposed to like -- when I think focus, I think the monthly 

5 and the capital computation for the monthly report filed with 

6 FINRA. 

7 Q Do you know if you looked at these documents? 

8 A For Bernard Madoff Investment Securities, I'm sure 

9 I looked at and that would have been one if the items we 

10 requested, plus we have a file room in the office that has 

11 annual audit reports sent to our office. So whether we got 

12 it from them, the firm, we can get it from a number of 

13 sources. 

14 For the Cohmad one, r don't believe we would have 

15 gotten it from the firm. We either got it in our office or 

16 online, Edgar or something. 

17 BY MR. KOTZ: 

18 Q But you do think you -- you looked at them? 

19 A Either myself or Peter might have looked at it 

20 since he's saying -- he makes mention of -- or did I make 

21 mention that -- that they received no compensation. So I 

22 don't know if I found that on the Internet or I'm not sure 

23 which one of us saw that. 

24 BY MS. STEIBER: 

25 Q If you notice on Page 6 of the Cohmad Securities 

26 Annual Audited Report, on Note 5, it states that "The company 
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1 provides brokerage services to an entity owned by a minority 

2 shareholder of the company for which it received fees 

3 totaling over $10 million for the year-ended June 30th, 2003. 

4 The company shares office space and equipmentwith this 

5 entity for which the company paid approximately $79,000. The 

6 company also reimbursed the entity for certain general and 

7 administrative expenses incurred on behalf of the company in 

8 the amount of approximately $15,000." 

9 Do you know if this related party transaction 

10 refers to Mado~~ Securities? 

11 A Possibly. I know we did have conversations with 

12 Bernard Madoff specifically about Cohrnad where he went into 

13 like an hour story about Sonny Cohn and all the people behind 

14 it and they were just family, friends, and he was letting 

15 them have space and then we asked, because we saw checks 

16 being paid to Cohmad Securities, it was like a 100,000 a 

17 month or it totaled somewhat significant amount of money, but 

18 he basically told us that Cohmad Securities was used to 

19 provide advice on how Bernard Madoff's firm should handle 

20 their government bonds and their securities and stuff and 

21 whatever it was, I know we documented it, you know. Peter 

22 had written some notes and we had a file and we provided it 

23 to the staff that went out to Cohmad Securities in December 

24 of 2008. 

25 Q Okay. If you look through the Madoff Investment 

26 Securities Annual Audited Report, do you see that that 
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1 related party transaction is not listed on the Madoff Audited 

2 Report? 

3 A Well, it's different time periods. The one is from 

4 July or 07/1 of 2002 to '03 and the other one is from 

5 November of '03 to October of '04. So -- 

6 (Z If we -- 

7 A -- if we had a matching year to year or something, 

8 possibly there'd be no mention of one versus the other. I 

9 don't know. 

10 Q So if you have -- have the Annual Audited Reports 

11 for the same year and the related party transaction is not 

12 also in the Madoff Securities Annual Audited Report, that 

13 would be something notable for an examiner, correct? 

14 A Yes, but at the same time I wasn't doing an 

15 examination of Cohmad. It was really during pre-exam work 

16 where I run a bunch of searches in google and see who else is 

17 in the same building and, you know, so on the directory and 

18 figured out that Cohmad is Cohn and Madoff. 

19 So -- so if we took it any further, I don't know. 

20 I mean, I'm sure we brought it to John's attention, the 

21 Cohmad relationship, but after we got the story that he's 

22 just helping them manage their bonds, you know, how much more 

23 can you, you know, keep going? 

24 Q Okay. Great. Thank you. 

25 A I do often go into the notes of the annual audits 

26 to try to get information that I wouldn't get otherwise with 
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1 the firm to try to tie it back, link it together. 

2 (SEC Exhibit No. 12 was marked for 

3 identification.) 

4 MR. KOTZ: Okay. Next, we're going to mark as 

5 Exhibit 12, this is an e-mail from you to John Nee and Peter 

6 Lamore, 3/23/2005, 12:58 p.m. 

7 (The witness examined the document.) 

8 THE WITNESS: I think I did contact   at 

9 some point. 

10 BY MS. STEIBER: 

11 Q Who is   

12 A I don't know. r guess someone who worked in IA, 

13 possibly. r don't know. But whoever it was, whoever made 

14 the -- unless -- maybe I didn't talk to her. 

15 Q Why -- why would you have contacted    do 

16 you think? 

17 A Either to try -- we were probably either in the 

18 field already and we were trying to get a copy of the report. 

19 So I don't know if I called or -- maybe we did speak to her. 

20 I'm not sure. 

21 Q Do you think in an exam like this that's focused on 

22 hedge fund trading, it would be helpful to have investment 

23 advisor assistance? 

24 A Yes, and at the same time I tried doing a lot of 

25 the research myself to find out whether he should be 

26 registered as an investment advisor then and brought that up 
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1 MR. KOTZ: The next document we're going to mark as 

2 Exhibit 13 is an e-mail from Ostrow, you, to John Nee, 

3 Thursday, March 24, 2005, 1:12 p.m., and attached is an 

4 Initial Documentation Request List to Bernard L. Madoff 

5 Investment Securities, dated April 1, 2005. 

6 (SEC Exhibit No. 13 was marked for 

7 identification.) 

8 THE WITNESS: Mm-hmm. 

9 BY MR. KOTZ: 

10 It references in here, "John's corrections." Do 

11 you recall any particular corrections that John Nee made? 

12 A The specific corrections, no, but I most likely 

13 brought them over a printed copy. He made a few maybe 

14 grammatical corrections, maybe asked me to ask for something 

15 speci~ic and I went and made those corrections and this is 

1~ the e-mail. 

17 Q Okay. 

18 A Which, you know, sometimes even just looking in my 

19 In Box of archived e-mails, when you look at a whole stream 

20 of e-mails, sometimes it looks like it's an e-mail from me to 

21 someone else but, you know, clearly it isn't, and I don't 

22 know how they get jumbled like that. So it's even weird just 

23 how I'd be writing to John saying here's the laltest version 

24 with John's corrections and why it wouldn't have been either 

25 to Peter or from Peter or -- so sometimes things get lost in 

26 translation there or get lost in the conversion. 
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1 Q Okay. Do you know on Page 3 of the attached 

2 document request, there's references to "Anti-Money 

3 Laundering Program?" Do you have any idea why those 

4 questions would be asked? 

5 A Page 4 or Page 3 of the request. Sorry. 

6 Q Yeah. 

7 A It's standard for us to ask for those documents. I 

8 mean, I basically work off a template for each of my firms' 

9 request lists and tweak it accordingly to the type of firm, 

10 if it's a real estate firm or something, asking different 

11 questions. 

12 Q Okay. Do you know if at any point you went back to 

13 the   e-mails to determine how to define 

14 what to put in the document request? 

15 A No, I don't. I don't believe so. 

16 g Was there a request for trading data in the initial 

17 document request? 

18 A We asked for inventory positions in the Net Capital 

19 and Financial Reporting, Number 8, Trade Date, Settlement 

20 Date, Inventory, as of December 31st, 2004. So that would 

21 have -- but not the specific customer transactions, that we 

22 usually get into later. Some of it might show up on a Failed 

23 to Deliver Report, Stock Borrowers, Stock Loan imight have a 

24 list of it, but these are just usually so we can tie into the 

25 Focus Reports. 

26 Q ·Okay. So generally, the specific type of customer 
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1 account statements wouldn't be requested in the initial 

2 document request? 

3 A Correct. And we were -- you know, we knew the 

4 minute we started asking questions directly related to the 

5 Barron'sand the MarHedge article, it would get 

6 confrontational and that's how it sort of was all leajing up 

7 to that one big meeting where we had with him and we 

8 addressed all those points of that after having looked at all 

9 the documents there. 

10 So very rarely do we in the initial document 

11 request come out with exactly what we know we're looking for, 

12 trying to find, trying to figure it out as we go along. 

13 Q Okay. 

14 BY MS. STEIBER: 

15 Q Why did you think it would be confrontational? 

16 A Not related to the initial document request, but as 

17 we were going, he just, you know, grew increasingly -- 

18 Bernard Madoff grew increasingly upset with the Exam staff or 

19 the Exam Program and I know multiple times Peter would e-mail 

20 back saying, you know, just talk to me, saying we shouldn't 

21 be looking at e-mails, we shouldn't be doing this, and you 

22 guys should know what time splicing is or slicing and what -- 

23 that we're talking with OCIE and, you know, so,' you know, 

24 BY MR. KOTZ: 

25 Q So there was a lot of pushback from Madoff on the 

26 exam? 
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1 A Yes. 

2 Q More than in other exams you've done? 

3 A I mean, I've had people -- a lot of people lie and 

4 stuff. So this was just really, you know, gray area, like he 

5 tried to play with words. 

6 Q But I'm talking about in terms of pushback Saying 

7 you shouldn't be doing this, giving you a hard time about 

8 asking for information. I'm not talking about lying for a 

9 second. I'm talking about general pushback. 

10 A I've experienced it in other firms. 

11 Q Okay. 

12 A A minority, like maybe 30 percent of the exams, as 

13 opposed to -- 

14 Q Okay. Have you ever experienced it to the extent 

15 you experienced it with the Madoff exam? 

16 A Possibly one or two other exams rival -- like come 

17 close to that but maybe not to that level. 

18 BY MS. STEIBER: 

19 Q When you received this pushback from Madoff, did 

20 you feel that, you know, need to push right back at -- at 

21 Madoff? 

22 A Sort of that we were stuck in the middle and just 

23 being squeezed. 

24 BY MR. KOTZ: 

25 Q What do you mean stuck in the middle and being 

26 squeezed? 
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1 A Maybe we would go back and tell John what -- relay 

2 the information and ask to push further and just told to, you 

3 know, relax or not and, you know, time to get out or, you 

4 know, you've been out there long enough or things like that. 

5 Q So John Nee discouraged you from pushing it further 

6 when Bernie Madoff would pushback? 

7 A Sometimes him, sometimes even Pete would say 

8 let's -- let's wait and ask him this in the big meeting or I 

9 would say let's hold off and not put it in writing yet 

10 because he would get somewhat inflamed about it and even just 

?1 reading through, you know, maybe e-mails when even Peter or 

12 Shana would respond to complaints to whoever it was, whatever 

13 entity was writing in, the tone of language, you know, they 

14 were all, you know, attorneys and just the way they 

15 documented it and, you know, to make sure that there was 

16 always a clean record-type of approach, but that really 

17 didn't stop Pete and myself from pushing forward and trying 

18 to prove that they weren't front running and all the things 

19 alleged in the MarKedge article and Barren's article. 

20 Okay. All right. Why don't we talk about the 

21 articles? 

22 MR. KOTZ: This we'll mark as Exhibit 14. This is 

23 an a-mail from John Nee to you, 4/25/2005, 4:2 61 p.m. 

24 (SEC Exhibit No. 14 was marked for 

25 identification.) 

26 BY MR. KOTZ: 
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1 Q And you can see on the second page, this is an 

2 e-mail from you to John Nee and Peter Lamore, attaching the 

3 Barren's article, and referencing "This is a very similar 

4 article to the one we originally had read on Bernie and hedge 

5 funds." 

6 So that original article, that was the MarHedge 

7 article? 

8 A Yeah. I guess I'm surprised. I don't know if I 

9 had found -- I didn't think I had found this article. 

10 (Z But you read this article by Erin Arvedlund? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q Okay. And one of the things said in this article 

13 is, "But what few on the Street know is that Bernie Madoff 

14 alsomanages more than six billion for wealthy individuals. 

15 That's enough to rank Madoff's operation among the world's 

16 five largest hedge funds, according to a 2001 report in 

17 MarHedge." 

18 So you were aware that Madoff was managing that 

19 much money and his operation was among the five largest hedge 

20 funds? 

21 A No, we really weren't aware of it, probably not at 

22 that point, because up until that point, I know we had a 

23 meeting, it's documented in our report, where, ~with him and 

24 Peter and whoever else, we asked do you manage money? We 

25 phrased it different ways and he told us, "No, we don't do 

26 that here. We're not that kind of a business." 
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1 So it wasn't until some time in May, May 25th, I 

2 believe, where he finally said, "Okay. There are four 

3 accounts," and then it was 15 accounts and then it was 14, 

4 and I think he tried staying below the 15 threshold or 

5 whatever it was to require them to have to register as an 

6 investment advisor. 

7 Q So that was May 2005 you're talking about? 

8 A Correct. May 2005, when -- 

9 Q When you found out that -- 

10 A Well, 

11 Q When he admitted to -- 

12 A -- we had seen it in articles and that's the point 

13 we were trying to get at, asking for customer accounts and 

14 customer statements, and he just kept on basically giving the 

15 same generic run of all the different market makers out there 

16 and saying these are our customers that we trade with on a 

17 daily basis. He hadn't ever admitted up until that point, 

18 until May, that he did have the six billion, but we knew 

19 about it based on these articles, based on  So 

20 we were looking for it, and, you know, r was -- I was -- I'd 

21 be in the office on Bloomberg, looking up split strike 

22 conversion, find anotherentity that said to use that, and 

23 then would relay that information to Pete and we'd say let's 

24 wait and see if he gives it to us on the list that he 

25 provides to us. 

26 Q All right. So if you look at the next page of this 
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1 article, the middle of the page, there's a reference to 

2 "still some on Wall Street remain skeptical about how Madoff 

3 achieves such stunning double-digit returns using options 

4 alone. Three option strategies from major investment banks 

5 told Barren's they couldn't understand how Madoff churns out 

6 such numbers using this strategy. As a former Madoff- 

7 investor, anybody who's a seasoned hedge fund investor knows 

8 the split strike conversion is not the whole story. Taking 

9 it at face value is a bit naive." 

10 So you were aware at this time that there were 

11 questions about how he could possibly achieve the returns he 

12 achieved using the split strike conversion strategy? 

13 A Right. Correct. 

14 Q And what did you do in the exam to look into that 

15 issue? 

16 A Questioned Bernie about it and we were told that as 

17 of, I believe, January of '04, they stopped using options and 

18 that was pretty much our review period. All of 2004, you 

19 know, at that time he didn't really want to go back much 

20 farther than that because then it's no longer real time or 

21 current data. 

22 (Z Who didn't want to go back? 

23 A In general, I think the push in the office was 

24 like, you know, just don't look at stuff that's too old or, 

25 you know, 

26 Q Okay. 
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1 go to Fairfield Greenwich and ask specifically for marketing 

2 material, see if they're putting on the option strategy. I 

3 mean, it was pretty clearly laid out in that one e-mail to 

4 John. I don't know if you have it. 

5 (Z We do. We'll get there, but do you know if -- if 

6 Nee relayed some of these red flags to Sollazzo? 

7 A I don't know. I can't speculate. I know we had 

8 conversations or Bob got back to John Nee about Mike 

9 Macchiaroli because we were having a hard time just trying 

10 to -- you know, we know all these articles in Barren's and 

11 MarHedge said he's so secretive, he won't tell a secret. 

12 Well, we're the SEC and we want to know the secret, and, you 

13 know, it stays confidential with us, and we want to get into 

14 the black box. 

15 So we had a real -- that was one big pushback, but 

16 that was an instance where, I guess, John, we went to Bob and 

17 Bob talked to   and   said it 

18 falls under the books and records of the broker-dealer and 

19 see it and, you know, gave a report that we should quote the 

20 wording from to ask for that information, for the trading 

21 directive and stuff. 

22 BY MR. KOTZ: 

23 Q So who's  

24 A I believe he's the head of -- I've forgot offhand 

25 the exact office that he works in, but he's -- 

26 Q Senior level guy in the agency? 
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1 A Correct. 

2 Q Okay. And so you made efforts to get more 

3 information about the particular strategy from Bernie Madoff? 

4 A Right. 

5 Q And it went up to   and the decision 

6 was made that you weren't allowed to -- 

7 A No. That we would be allowed to request to get 

8 information related to the black box trading. 

9 O Okay. And did you make that request? 

10 A I'm sure we did in some sort of roundabout way or 

11 asked for more information. He gave us what he had when we 

12 asked him for all correspondence between the investors and 

13 everyone else for like a six-month period and there was not 

14 one single piece of paper, you know. Just another red flag, 

15 that Bernie tells us that Frank DiPascali has no e-mail. All 

16 we could do was use Frank as a keyword in our a-mail search 

17 to see if he does have an e-mail account or not. 

18 (Z So did you ever -- were you able to ever get the 

19 information on the trading strategy that you wanted to get? 

20 A I would say so, in terms of the -- if we were just 

21 trying to figure out how the actual black box strategy 

22 worked, most of it was Bernie's gut feeling, but the way he 

23 explained it, which turns out to not really -- ~it's a real 

24 strategy that exists out there, but he wasn't implementing it 

25 and basically it just went into buy 35 to 50 stocks that 

26 would mimic the S&P 100 while putting on a collar of options 
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1 and so that was the gist of it and we -- and we read -- I 

2 think we had -- I think there was a more complex document 

3 than the trading authorization directive that went 

4 specifically into like percentages or how it would execute 

5 and when it would be executed. 

6 Q So the secrecy issue that's referenced in this 

7 Barren's article was also a concern of yours? 

8 A Sure. 

9 Q Okay. 

10 BY MS. STEIBER: 

11 Q Were there certain areas of the firm that Madoff 

12 never let you see? 

13 A Well, we didn't take it a tour of the -- what's 

14 behind Door Number 17 on the 17th Floor. We had gone on a 

15 tour. I mean, the whole floor itself was a big glass 

16 enclosure, so you could pretty much see the trading desk 

17 sitting next to us. I mean, one day we stood over Mark 

18 Mado~~ and he showed us how he does the trading and stuff. 

19 So, you know, we pretty much saw everyone who was on the 

20 floor we·were sitting on. 

21 That you were sitting on, but you were never 

22 allowed to see the floor where the supposed investment 

23 advisor business was taking place, correct? 

24 A We had no idea. 

25 MR. KOTZ: I'm sorry? 

26 THE WITNESS: We had no idea. We knew the floor 
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1 existed. We didn't know that there were any customer 

2 accounts or anything, you know, being done there or anything 

3 like that, just that there was a back office, a few people 

4 sitting there, not related to an investment advisory 

5 business, because, according to Bernie, there was no 

6 investment advisory business. 

7 You could even see in one of the e-mails where the 

8 concern when we wanted to get trading for some of these 

9 entities, I specifically said in the e-mail, you know, 

10 request it today, get it today and lock it up in the geek 

11 bag, the locking wheel bag which now isn't even that secure, 

12 I guess, but before the weekend because we didn't want to 

13 give Bernie a chance to -- I believe what I was thinking was 

14 we don't want to let him cherry-pick or get us the best 

15 statement. We want just a raw statement right off the press 

16 and take it. 

17 BY MS. STEIBER: 

18 Q Did you have trouble getting Madoff to produce 

19 documents quickly? 

20 A Sometimes speed was an issue. I know there was one 

21 instance, I think, where they -- they probably came and took 

22 something back. We sort of just -- we don't know if it was 

23 deliberate or we just asked for whatever document it was 

24 again. I believe it was the Annual Audit and we had to ask 

25 them again for it because either Shana or someone came in and 

26 took a stack of documents back from us and might have been 
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1 you know, it wasn't. 

2 Q But were you at the time suspicious about Bernie 

3 saying that he had this incredible gut feel? 

4 A Yeah. We were suspicious the whole time, the whole 

5 exam, after the exam. 

6 Q So what were your suspicions when he -- he would 

7 say this about the gut feel and his amazing timing? 

8 A Pete and I would just both, you know, shake our 

9 head or just in amazement or we would e-mail each other and, 

10 you know, every time like he'd write it in a report or 

11 something like that. We were able to get that into the 

12 report, to say about the gut feel and stuff and, you know, so 

13 in that sense, I know everything we did out there was well 

14 documented in the report, what we looked at, who we talked 

15 with, you know, and -- 

16 Q So you had these suspicions about the gut feel, but 

17 you didn't really come to any conclusion about how he was 

18 able to do it? 

19 A I wouldn't say that we didn't come to a conclusion, 

20 but we were able to rule out that he wasn't trading at the 

21 same time that his market making side was trading, or prop 

22 traders were trading. We were able to rule out -- you know, 

23 we, of course -- when he handed us a statement ~for Fairfield 

24 or Kingate or one of those entities, you know, we verified 

25 that the prices and dates and -- all made sense on those 

26 statements, you know. 
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1 But these are statements handed to us from the 

2 president of the firm. Or, i~ we got them in e~ectronic 

3 format, you know, it's something that's produced by their IT 

4 department, and you know -- 

5 Q But it's fair to say that, even at the end of the 

6 exam, you were still suspicious about how Madoff was able to 

7 achieve those returns that he did? 

8 A No, I wouldn't say suspicious about how he achieved 

9 those returns, because we knew it wasn't being smoothed out 

10 from market making, we knew it wasn't insider trading. We 

11 knew -- you know, it was just questionable, still, as to the 

12 gut feel. 

13 And the biggest thing in my mind was just the -- 

14 not using options any more, when that was the whole -- you 

15 know, 50 percent of the gist of it was having options as part 

16 of the strategy. So how can you -- if anything, just who can 

17 we cite and how can we cite it for misrepresentation o~ 

18 marketing material, but at that time hedge funds weren't 

19 registered. 

20 It wasn't, you know, according to John, the focus 

21 of the exam, and to just focus on, you know, proving these 

22 other points. 

23 Q Right 

24 BY MS. STEIBER: 

25 Q Did Madoff also claim that he was doing all the 

26 trading himself? 
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1 What does that mean, that Barclays clears for the 

2 brokers in London, delivery in the U.S., and paying them? 

3 A I don't want to speculate on what Peter is saying, 

4 but basically that the London affiliate or branch of Madoff 

5 Securities used Barclays to clear their trades. 

6 Q Okay. And then it says, "Addi tionally, in the same 

7 operating account, I came across some weird descriptions that 

8 I asked Bernie to explain." Do you know what was weird about 

9 those descriptions? 

10 A No, you would have to ask Peter. r forgot. I 

11 mean, if you showed me documents showing that 10.75 million 

12 credit, I might be able to recall or remember. 

13 (SEC Exhibit No. 18 was marked for 

14 identification.) 

15 BY MR. KOTZ: 

16 Q Okay, I will show you another document marked as 

17 SEC Exhibit No. 18. It is an e-mail from John to you and 

18 Peter, 5/3/2005, 3:18 p.m. And attached is a document 

19 request to Barclays dated May 3, 2005. So what do you recall 

20 about this? 

21 (The witness examined the document.) 

22 THE WITNESS: That we were trying to verify that 

23 some of those fund-to-funds did, in fact, have accounts as 

24 Barclays, as per what Madoff had said. 

25 BY MR. KOTZ: 

26 Q And did you verify that? 
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1 A This letter was sent out, a response was returned. 

2 What exactly the response says, you would have to look at it. 

3 I mean, this was -- the letter was addressed to John Nee, 

4 came back to John Nee. 

5 Q Okay. 

6 A And it came back probably after we were bac~ in 

7 from the field, but I don't know what -- 

8 Q So you don't know whether you were able to verify 

9 what you were looking for in this -- 

10 A I believe after -- when I was putting the boxes 

11 together, and seeing that letter back from Barclays, I 

12 believe it said, "This is the U.S. version, and you would 

13 have to contact London," or something. But, "He did open an 

14 account here," but it had just recently been opened, or 

15 something to that effect. 

16 You would have to look at specifically what she 

17 said in the letter. But it didn't deny that there were 

18 accounts there, but just that they were, you know -- contact 

19 them, or something, I don't know. I don't know what the 

20 follow-up was. 

21 Q It didn't provide the trading -- it says, "All 

22 trading done by or on behalf of any o~ the following." That 

23 letter didn't provide that trading? 

24 A Yes, I believe Barclays Capital, Inc. is the U.S. 

25 broker-dealer. 

26 MR. KOTZ: Okay, and they were just referring -- 

:i· -:-; ····· ;-;:· 
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1 okay. Mark this as SEC Exhibit No. 19. This is a letter 

2 from Erin Ashley Mansfield, director of compliance, to John 

3 Nee, May 16, 2005. 

4 (SEC Exhibit No. 19 was marked for 

5 identification.) 

6 MR. KOTZ: You see in here it says, "No relevant 

7 transaction activity occurred during the period March I, 2005 

8 through March 31, 2005. There were no other customer 

9 relationships identified at Barclays Capital for the other 

10 names provided in your inquiry letter." 

11 (The witness examined the document.) 

12 BY MS. STEIBER: 

13 Do you recall discussing this letter with Nee? 

14 A I don't recall. If you check in the e-mails, if -- 

15 there is possibly an e-mail after May 16th where I state that 

16 there should be trading activity in March some time. And 

17 basically Bernie explained it that, "Well, the trade was 

18 entered in January, so therefore it's just being executed in 

19 March, and that's why it's not on our dated CD." 

20 And I said, "Is thatjust semantics, also," to 

21 John, and I don't know what the outcome was, but you know, 

22 once again, I guess other red flags that the accounts were 

23 just opened, and there were no trades for the ~ther entities, 

24 but you know, Bernie had a story for everything, and -- 

25 BY MR. KOTZ: 

26 Q But that particular story that Bernie gave for this 
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1 matter, it didn't convince you that the matter was resolved? 

2 A Just, once again, I had never seen something like 

3 that, where a trade can be entered, not executed until two 

4 months later because of a black box where a trade is just 

5 sitting, and it just -- it didn't seem right, and we relayed 

6 those concerns, and you know -- but we did take the next 

7 step, or John, he took the next step, and wrote to Barclays. 

8 And this was the response back. 

9 MR. KOTZ: Okay. 

10 BY MS. STEIBER: 

11 (Z And did you contact the Barclays UK affiliate? 

12 A I don't know. I didn't. The last sentence, 

13 though, that "A prime brokerage and trading relationship with 

14 a Madoff-affiliated entity exists with our UK affiliate, 

15 Barclays Capital Securities," that, once again, tied into my 

16 concerns that the UK London office of Madoff should be 

17 registered, and should be an entity that should be listed on 

18 wherever -- but once again, that wasn't really -- you know, 

19 John said that wasn't the -- eye on the prize, and we can't 

20 really do much about telling them to register. 

21 But stuff we were seeing, in terms of letterhead 

22 and things referencing London, and them shutting down the -- 

23 like when they would -- like, if London was open but the U.S. 

24 had a holiday, the offices here in New York were doing the -- 

25 making sure the systems were still up and running. 

26 So, it just seemed like they were more interrelated 
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1 than just trading a little bit of Bernie's money off to the 

2 side. 

3 (Z Right. So you would have expected that the London 

4 office would have records, just like the U.S. office would 

5 have records, right? 

6 A Right. I mean, we were getting the trade d;ta ~rom 

7 Bernie, which then was told to us that, "These are being 

8 cleared through London, through Barclays," you know, so -- 

9 but he was -- then he said, "These are the statements that 

10 the clients get," the ones he presented to us. So we were 

11 just going to an outside source to try to verify that. 

12 Q And you tried to go to an outside source, and yoii 

13 were unable -- I mean, and you received a letter back that 

14 said, "We have no records of trading with Madoff." At that 

15 point did you ever discuss with John Nee seeling records in 

16 the UK, and did John Nee say that you couldn't do that? 

17 A I don't recall if we wanted to seek documents. It 

18 was more so make Bernie acknowledge that the London office is 

19 an affiliate versus branch, or branch versus affiliate. And 

20 there were even e-mails back and forth internally at Madoff 

21 between Shana and Peter, whoever it was, with an e-mail 

22 about, I think, New York stock exchange regulators going to 

23 see a branch office of a firm that -- they weren't afraid to 

24 go and examine there. So it just made me think that it 

25 should have been brought under the umbrella of the 

26 broker-dealer. 
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I (S Rut and you rernentber thinking that, arici you 

2 discussed it with John Nee, and he said, "That's not our 

3 focus?" 

4 A Tn the e-mail he wrote back specifically saying the 

5 London thing is not our -- like, it's a tertiary, at best, 

6 and the IA business also is not as -- you know, our focus 

7 right now. 

8 () Okay. 

9 But even a letter like that, ~ike -- we probably 

10 pushed hard to write a letcer to Barcl~ys, and he did send 

ii the I.nt~er. S1, i rren ariti the re~nc~nse we got bsck tied 

12 in with the responses that Hernie was yiving us, so -- 

13 (SEC Exhibit No. 20 was marked for 

14 identification.) 

15 BY MR. KOTZ: 

16 Q Okay, the next one is SEC Exhibit No. 20. Thi~ may 

17 be that request that you mentioned. This is an e-mail from 

18 Peter to you, 5/3/2005, 3:47 p.m., and it forward an e-mail 

19 from Peter to John saying, "I would like to get the e-mail 

20 trading data that we have r-equested, in addition to the 

21 Barclays information from your request before we confront 

22 him." 

23 Z'm sorry. Yes, actually, if you look - why don't 

24 we yo all the way down to the bottom, so we can -- 

25 A So he sent the request, and then he forwarded it to 
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1 me and Peter. 

2 Now, Peter says in here, "No problem. I'm ready to 

call his bluff on his refusal to admit the money management 

4 side of the business. So your document request is perfect 

5 timing." Do you know what that was all about, calling his 

6 bluff? 

7 A Because up until that point, he had just kept 

8 telling us that he doesn't run any money, or doesn't have any 

9 of these investment advisory relationships. 

10 And you found that that wasn't true? 

11 R Cominy down to semantics, he just considered 

12 himself as not really managing the money, just -- these 

13 people told hin ~ow much money they were going to give him, 

14 and he was going to implement his strategy. So they were 

15 basically using his system, or, you know -- 

16 O And then in Peter's e-mail to John Nee at the top 

17 it says, "I would like to get the e-mail trading data that we 

18 have requested, in addition to Barclays information from your 

19 request before we confront him. Also, I think it would be a 

30 good idea to be ready to speak with the funds as soon as 

21 possible after he denies his involvement with them." What do 

22 you remember about that? 

23 A Well, lust that we're gearing up tor the big 

24 sit-down on May 24th, May 25th, whenever it took place, to 

25 basically -- we knew, based on the articles, he was runniny 
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1 the $7 billion. We asked for all customer accounts at the 

2 firm, don't see $7 billion. Where is it? 

j And it wasn't until that meeting that we then -- 

4 finally he came oiit and started naming four o~ the entities, 

5 five of the entities. We knew there were maybe 8 or 9 

6 entities, closer to 15. We didn't know if he was just trying 

7 te keep it below the threshold for registering. 

8 So, we knew it was goiny to, like, be - basically, 

9 he will be able to tell you better what was gainq through his 

10 mind, because you know -- 

11 Q Okay. So, essentially, you had information from 

12 the articles that contradicted wha~ Bernie was telling you. 
13 A Mm-hmm. 

14 Q Is that right? 

15 A Correct. 

16 O Okay. And then, you wanted to get kind ofl verified 

17 in'ormaiion in your hands befor-e you confronted him with this 

18 statement that you knew that the information he was giving 
19 you was not accurate. 

20 A Correct. 

21 Q Okay. And so, ~he information t~at you were going 

22 to get Co confront ~iimwith were the Barclays iriformstion, 

23 and to speak io the funds. Is that right? 

24 A To speak '-,o the i~unds after he nce agin - 

25 Q To get -- 
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follow-up -- like L don't -- 

2 g Did you ever figure out why this guy got such -- 

1 this coInpliance guy got such a high salary? 

4 A Why high and then low and then high again? Or why 

5 high in general? 

6 Q Yes. Either one. 

7 A I wouldn't -- $400,000. It could be a little high, 

8 but you know, maybe $300,000 is more in line. But I 

9 believe -- we might have asked, and -- I don't recall, 

10 exactly. E think -- I don't know if he was out for part of 

II the year in %004. % don't recall -- 

12 Okay. What about this thing -- 

1? A I don't remember. 

14 O -- "Any more info on the OCC options account?" 

15 What is that about? 

16 A I'm not siire if you have statements about OCC 

17 option accoiints, or if that would have been the account where 

18 the option part of the split conversion would have been in, 

19 but I don't remember -- 

20 What is OCC? 

21 A Not sure. It might have just been an internal 

22 designation to their options -- 

23 BY MS. STEIBER: 

24 And then you say, "I sent an e-mail to  

25  
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1 n  yes 

2 Do you know why you would have sent an e-mail to 

3 him? 

4 A I think I just ~inished an exam for him. He's 

5 another branch chief, like  And since r said he was 

6 probably looking for the STARS completion sheet -- that's the 

7 sheet we fi~l out at the end of an examination, so -- 

8 BY MR. KOTZ: 

9 And what is the STARS? 

10 A STARS? 

O Yes. 

3. 2 ii :rl~'s statistic:-; tracking analysis reporting 

13 or somethiriq, th;it the admi.nistration iaTi punches in wnat 

1_4 the results are that then get filed dowri to r3C, I beljevp. 

15 O Arld it has -n that system trne cudits that are done, 

16 or examinations -hat are done? 

17 A P~ssibly, bui I don't think it would 5e a system 

18 that we would use, necessarily. Sometimes I have called an 

19 administrator -- or not an administrator, administrative 

20 assistant, and said, "Can you look up an exam number," or, 

21 "When is the last time a firm was done?" But I think there 

22 is another system that's used for that. 

23 But this -- none of -- those two sentences or three 

24 sentences don't have to do with Madoff, just had to do 

25 with -- I probably recei~ed j vo~ce mail and you know, or 
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1 something, and trying to ~ollow up with jeff. 

2 (Z Okay. 

3 A And you could probably find in my e-mail the exact 

4 e-mail I sent to   if I did, in fact, send it, 

because in that e-mail I probably said, "I'm working on 

6 Madoff stuff, by the way." 

7 Q Okay. Well, now we don't have to talk to  

8  

9 A I'm sure he will be glad. 

10 MR. TALARICO: T'm sure he will be glad. He's a 

1. I very nervous guy. 

12 MR. KOTZ: I'm ylad that we don't have to speak ~o 

13 

Iq Okay, the next document we're going to mark as SEC 

15 Exhibit No. 22, which is from you to Peter Lamore, dated 

16 5/18/2005, 10:24 a.m. 

17 (SEC Exhibit No. 22 was marked for 

18 identification.) 

19 BY MR. KOTZ: 

20 Q Okay, "Swing by Donna Smith's desk, c ons ume r 

21 affairs, and pick up a complaint she received. She sits by 

22 Sandy, Richard Lee, and   It's a customer 

23 complaining about a trade done through Fidelity which, in 

24 turn, was routed through Madoff. The date was 3/21/2005. I 

25 guess we can always just have the firm run off all the trades 
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1 in TWX that day, although it could be a lot. Thanks." Do 

2 you remember this at aLI? 

3 A Yes, o~ course. I mean, we were so focused and in 

4 the zone on this exam that anything we can get our hands on 

5 related to Madoff that might tie in somehow to any sort of 

6 complaint, or any sort of issue, we acted on immediately. 

7 So, here is someone who is working the consumer 

8 affairs desk, gets a call about Madoff, looks on a list, sees 

9 that someone happens to be at that firm and tells us about 

10 it. We picked it up that day. We requested the data. It 

11 was basically someone lust saying, "I have an account at 

12 Fidelity, I bought Time Warner, and I got gypped $.10 or 

13 $.15," or whatever per share on Time Warner, whatever the 

14 exact complaint was. 

15 So, we looked at it, you know. I believe we 

16 requested the trading data for that day, or we asked the firm 

17 about it, whatever it was. But we were, you know, definitely 

18 on point in terms of, you know -- the detailed review we did 

19 related to the three stocks where we did cite the firm for. 

20 You know, it took a lot of time and a lot of just converting 

21 data and using Access and Excel and - 

22 BY MS. STEIBER: 

23 Q Do you recall if this complaint was resolved? 

24 A I don't know if -- when you say "resolved" 

25 Q Did you determine if the complaint that had been 
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I sent in to consumer affairs was -- you know, you resolve it? 

2 Did you figure out if it was correct or not? 

S A I mean, this wasn't one of the major -- like I know 

4 we acted on and looked into it. It should be in the work 

5 papers, or it should be there, in terms of -- you know, at 

6 the same time I know Donna Smith usually would send a letter 

7 to the firm saying, "This customer complained. Write back 

8 within 30 days." So, in that sense, you know -- 

9 So you think yoii would have documented resolution 

10 of the complaint, or yoiir findings from the corriplaint.? 

11 n ~ocumented~ Possibly not, but looked in~o, yes 

12 And if it would have been something, it would have been 

13 documented. Usually exceptions are the ones ihat go into the 

14 report, and things like that. 

15 Like if we had found a problem at Time Warner, it 

16 ~v·o~~d have been mentioiied right along GITN and the other, you 

17 know, ~GHT stock. 

18 Would you have gone back to Donna Smith to let her 

19 know how this complaint was resolved, or your findings? 

20 A No, that's probably a weakness of the SEC, in 

21 general, just in terms of -- you know, sometimes tips or 

22 complaints come in, hut what is the way to handle it 

23 a f te rwa r-d s ? Y3U know, it was great that we got it while we 

24 were there on site. 

25 Rut, L mean, it wasn't something to the point where 
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1 we thought we needed to contact ihe customer- who was writiny 

2 in, or ii was something that -- you know, the nature ot t 

3 was not as severe, or just - I don't recall. If yori have a 

? copy or the Time Warner complaint, I will look at it. Biit we 

should have it. L'm sure Pete picked it up and brouyht it 

G ouC. And T know we either asked for that day, or we might 

7 have sat down and looked over his shoulder and looked at the 

8 trades that day. I don't now what exactly happened to 
9 resolve that. 

lo ~R. KOTZ: All rignt, I will sho~ you t~e ncx= 

II ~ocument that will be marked as SEC Exhibit No. 23. 

12 
(SEC Exhibit No. 23 was marked for 

13 
identi~ication. 

14 MR. KOTZ: And this is an e-mail irom Peter to you 

15 and ~nhn Nee dated 5/23/2005, 10:5h a.m. There is a 

~6 reference to an article that was forwar~ed. And it says ill 

17 here, "Key issue here is the statement regarding the status 
18 of foreign affiliates." 

19 BY MS. STEIBER: 

20 Was this the e-mail you referred to earlier? 

21 A Yes 

Could you just describe the contents? 

23 A An e-rnail from Andy Madoff to Shana Mado~T and 

24 Peter Mndof~, forwardiny an article from rnsiitutional 

25 Tnvestor ~ram june 2%, 2004, which talks about the New York 
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1 Stock Fxchange conducting ~nspe~tions of overseas 

2 broker-dealer branches 

3 And r believe there is mention in there about the 

4 difference h~tween af~iliates and branches, possibly. Yes. 

5 "It will he conducted at ~oreiyn branches of a U.S.-based 

6 member firm, but not foreign affiliates of those firms." 

7 BY MR. KOTZ: 

8 Q So there was an internal issue there about whether 

9 those branches are affiliates? 

10 n I wouldri't say it was an inter-nal issiie. It was 

1 more just the family members e-rrailin~- ,t ar~urid, and then 

12 just Peter Madoff sending an e-mai~ to Andre~ and Shana and 

13 niaii, talking about the key issue being tne status of foreign 

1~ affili~tes ,o r do~'t know what they were thinking. 

15 Q And why was iS relevant tor your cxa~? 

16 A I beli~ve around that time Pete and I were of the 

17 mind set that London should cone under the umbrella of the 

18 brokerdealer, and don't refer to it as an affiliate, but not 

~9 have it registered or - you know, and we tried doing 

20 research and find out how we could get them to register, or 

21 how to cite them, and it just wasn't easy. 

22 Q Hnd so, what was the reaction from Jo~-in Nec aboi?t 

23 this issue that you raise? 

211 A I helieve he just said it's not -- it's tertiary, 

25 at bes=, or you know, not the top of Che list. "Keep your 
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1 eye on the prize." 

2 MR. KOTZ: Okay. The next document, mark it as SEC 

3 Exhibit No. 24. 

4 (SEC Exhibit No. 24 was marked for 

5 identification.) 

6 MR. KOTZ: This is an e-mail from you to Peter 

7 ~amore dated Tuesday, May 24, 2005, 11:57 a.m. 

8 (The witness examined the document.) 

9 BY MR. KOTZ: 

10 g Do you remember there were attachments to this 

1? e-mail? 

12 n Mm-hmm. 

13 Q What are ~hese attachments? 

14 iThe witness examined the document. 

15 TH~ ~ITNESS: T believe OPG refers to "openiny," as 

16 in the opening bell, or the opening stock trades 

17 BY MR. KOTZ: 

18 Q So, are these audit trail and execution data? 

19 A Yes, I believe so. 

20 Q Okay. And the execution times of these 

21 transactions are during standard U.S. trading hours. Is that 

right? 

23 A Yes, it looks like, I think, military time: 1555 

24 would be 3:55. 

25 g Does this data ret_ect any trades executed dur-ing 
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1 explaininy our mi,,ion." ,, 

2 Yo~ had mentioned Lhat earlier. What exactly did 

3 he say? 

4 A What exactly did Bernie say? Because I wasn't in 

5 that meeting. 

6 O Oh, okay. 

7 A He says -- I was supposed to be in the meeting, and 

8 then he just started going off, and then -- but he offered to 

9 repeat it for me when I got out there, for Bernie. Sernie 

10 would repeat it, but he was just summarizing ~iis discussion. 

1 1 Q Ri clht . nnd c-ijd n-rne repeat it ilor S/ou.> 

12 a I don't believe he necessarily went into time 

13 slicing and reviewing emails. But -- whatever it ~as. But 

14 in te~ms ot the MIS system and ROBO, iie did go over i-, cr 

15 someone else came in and explained it. So we did, you know, 
16 have -- 

17 Q Okay. 

18 A -- mor`e of a sit-down with him. 

19 (Z And then, at the end of this e-mail, Peter says, 

20 "Anyway, I Look ~orward to sIseakin-j with him regarding the 

21 hedge fund issue which he has opportunistically failed Co 

mention to us." 

23 A Yes. T mean, we're out there for two months, and 

24 you know, he is -- in cur mind, he has been lying to us the 

25 whole time, saying he doesn't run this $7 billion, or has 
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1 made no mention of it 

2 And it comes down to semantics of, "Wcl~, T'm just 

3 managing the money, i'm not collecting ? percent, I'm only 
4 getting $.04." And the ~rustration of, you know, how do we 

5 get this from him, and -- you know, and at the sa_ne time, we 

6 nave to wind up our exam pr-etty soon, and yet we still don't 

7 ~eel com~3rtable knowing even the basics about the technology 
8 group's si~stems, and ho·ri the~ work, because -- 

9 Q Why -- 

In A -- we're just Lryiny io figure out the _angiiage 
11 that they use. 

12 Q Why did you have to wind 
up your exam pretty soon? 

13 Ii r~h~ exai~~l.y riyhl_ then? Jiist -- I mean, when w~ 

14 firs~ fill oiit ari assiyrlmenL memo, cr- when i:ii- ascigriment 
15 memo is given to us, it usually has a time frame. And if it 

16 says five weexs, the minute you're out th-re fiv- weeks and a 

17 day, or even acound Cour weeks, yo'rc Cold, "Start wrapping 
18 up," or, "How are things going," and they want you out, 

19 because they kriow that -- un~ortunatcly it comes d~wn to, 

20 sometimes, numbers, and quantity, not quality, and -- 

21 g So when you say they want you out, who is "they?" 
I guess your supervisor gets pressure from his 

23 supervisor who gets pressure from their supervisor, which is 

24 Bob, arid then, ultimately, naybe he is gettiriq prcssi~re from 
25 OCI~ to churn out certain number 
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1 So was that -- at any point in this particular 

2 matter where you had talked about -- or gave the impression 

3 that you wanted to stay longer, and it was told to you, "You 

4 know, our time period is almost up?" 

5 A Not necessarily to stay longer there, because we 

6 were pretty much just banging our heads against the wall with 

7 Rernie and not getting anywhere, and having a hard time 

8 deciphering whether it's 13 customers, 14 customers. 

9 So, once we got back, then we wanted to continue 

10 on, at least in the sense of going to Fairfield Greenwich and 

11 followiny up and seeing where it would go from t~ere. 

12 Q And you were told that the exam has got to be 

13 wrapped up? 

lil A The on-site portion of the exam caine back -- 1: 

15 think there is an e-mail where we say, you know, "We will be 

16 back in the office next Monday or Tuesday," and you know, "We 

17 will take it from there," and I think we sent out another 

18 request or something to the firm, and then I was on my next 

19 exam a few rnoriths later, a month or so later, whenever it 

20 was. 

21 Q So, you understood that, you know, this exam had to 

22 be wrapped up and you had to move on to the next one? 

23 A Correct. I might have even started my next exam 

24 while it was being wrapped up, because I just remember John 

25 sending final versions of the exam back and forth at the end 
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I who was so known for technology wouldn't have any e-mails? 

2 A Not necessarily strange, but just -- you know, he 

3 probably didn't. ii mean, I don't know if they ever found 

4 e-mails for him, but he probably didn't, and he just had 

5 other people technology savvy working for him. And his 

6 brother wrote a lot of the programs, and he just surrounded 

7 himself with smarter people, I guess, if you will. 

8 And he had people from, you know, Primer coming in 

9 and running the systems, and working on the algorithms, and 

10 the -- 

11 O So you had the impression from Bernie that he 

12 himself wasn't that technologically savvy? 

13 A Correct. r mean, there was times where he would 

14 have to -- based on Peter's e-mail, "He's running out and 

15 asking a qllestion, he's running out and asking a question." 

16 Bu~ anything he could fluff over with a two-hour story, he 

17 would try to get away with that. And you know -- 

18 MR. KOrZ: Okay. Okay. Want to break? Tt's up to 

19 you. 

20 THE WITNESS: Maybe a bathroom break in a half-hour 

21 or so. 

MR. KOTZ: Okay, just let me know. 

23 THE WITNESS: Okay. 

24 MR. KOTZ: Going to move to the next exhibit. 

25 We're going to mark this SEC Exhibit No. 
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1 at this e-mail, you don't see any attachment, you don't see 

2 any sort of paper clip signifying it. So that was sort of 

what we were coming up against with Shana's e-mails, in that 

4 she deleted it, where it specifically said, "Deleted," a 

5 file, and we asked them to retrieve that file. So sometimes 

6 it just -- you know, you don't see it. 

7 So, whatever it was, we asked for a few attachments 

8 that they hadn't provided, and I believe they did print out 

9 certain attachments for us, the firm. 

10 iThe witness examined the document.) 

11 THE WITN~SS: Are we just on this second psragraph? 

12 BY MK. KOTZ: 

13 Q Yes.. WelI, I yucss -- 

13 A What's the question? 

15 "He was somewhat vague regarding the actual 

16 execution and clcsrance of trades." Do you remember that? 

17 In what way was Bernie Madoff vague regarding the actual 

18 execution and clearance of trades? 

19 A I don't think I was in that meeting, and that's in 

20 the e-mail from Peter to John. 

21 B Okay. But it -- John says to Peter, with a copy to 

22 you, "In talking to William," so that's you. 

23 A So T believe I was in the office and ran into john 

24 in the hall. And then -- 

25 Do you remember the issue of trying to find out 
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i more about the actual execution and clearance of the trades, 

2 what information you were trying to yet? 

3 A I'm sure we asked the questions during that meeting 

4 that the rough draft write-up is included, but probably in a 

5 vague answer that didn't satisfy John'.s. And I'm sure we 

6 continued on to ask those questions 

7 Q Did Bernie Madof~ have a habit of providing kind of 

8 vague answers to your questions? 

9 A T would say so. Vague or misleading, extremely 

10 misleading. 

11 Q Okay. 

12 BY MS. STEIBEK: 

13 Q Did you feel like you tried to ask him a pointed 

14 question, and he would teLI you a story in return? 

15 A Yes, yes, definitely. 

16 BY MR. KOTZ: 

17 Q And he would never actually answer the question? 

18 A Correct. 

19 (2 Okay. 

20 A Or, there were times when he did answer a question, 

21 but it was just a lie, you know, going back to Cohmad 

22 Securities, when we said, "Why do you pay them 100,000," 

23 whatever it is, "a month," he said, "~o manage our goverri!nerit 

24 bonds and stuff, to help us structure our own broker-dealer's 

25 portfolio," which we also thought was strange, because here 
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1 is someone supposedly managing $7 billion, someone with a 

2 market making side, and he is having this other ~irm instruct 

3 him on how to handle, you know, $800 million worth of 

4 government bonds. It seemed odd. 

S So, he -- but he gave us an answer. 1Ie said he's 

6 an old friend, "We give him space there, this is what he is 

7 doing." You know, you try to take people's words Tor it, and 

8 you -- you know, we thought it migh~ be a good idea to do a 

9 follow-up exam one day, and that's it. 

10 Q All right 

11 BY MS. ST~IRER: 

12 Q Do you think in the exam proyram they take the word 

13 of the registrant too often? 

14 A As opposed to verifying without outside source 

15 documents? 

16 Q Right, right. 

17 A In the past? Yes. I mean, I have seen recent 

18 e-mails come out saying, "We're going to start going to 

19 outside sources." So -- 

20 MR. KOTZ: Okay. I will show you the next 

21 document. This is an e-mail from Bob Sollazzo to John Nee, 

22 5/26/2005, 3:56 p.m. I'm going to mark this as SEC Exhibit 

23 No. 28. 

24 (SEC Exhibit No. 28 was marked for 

25 identification.) 
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I BY ~R. KOTZ: 

2 And in this e-mail, Bob says, "Bernie is fessing 

3 up. I could only access part of the memo, but it sounds like 

4 we may have something to review: directed executions. You 

S wonder what his benefit beyond commissions." Do you know 

6 what he was fessing up to? 

7 A Well, I mean, this is an e-mail I didn't have, 

8 because this is Bob Sollazzo to John Nee, so I don't want to 

9 speculate. But, based on the rough draft write-up that Peter 

10 gave to John, wh~ch John gave to Sollazzo it was that finally 

II he was acknowledging the fact that he does have a handful o~ 

12 investment advisory clients. 

13 Q Okay. And then it says, "You wonder what is his 

14 benefit beyond commissions." Do you know what that issue is 

1.5 ~e~erring to? 

16 A Once again, I believe in the rough draft writeup 

17 that's sent around it talks about Bernie saying he's happy 

18 with just the $.04 commission. But I guess I don't know what 

19 Bob is wondering, in terms of, you know -- 

20 (Z Perhaps why he -- 

21 A Why only just commission, when he could be 

22 registering as an investment advisory, and you know, all the 

23 allegations that Barren's and -- 

24 Q Right. 

25 A Why not take it all from himself? 
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1 Q Okay, I will show the next document. 

2 A Okay. 

MR. KOTZ: Mark it as SEC Exhihit No. 29. 

4 (SEC Exhibit No. 29 was marked for 

5 identification.) 

6 BY MR. KOTZ: 

7 Q This is from Eric Swanson to John Nee dated 

8 5/26/2005, 3:57 p.m. This is what we -- we talked about this 

9 a little bit before, in terms of you finding out from Bernie 

10 that there 1.Y·as ~his other ex~m qnjrlg on at hesdquar-ters. 

11 How much information cid you yet from, the tolks iri 

12 headquarters about what they had done? 

13 i? What they had done? Not much information. I know 

1~ Me Iiltima;ely got t~le trading ri?t, they were Looking at, some 

15 information, but basically just -- I rerneinber- on the call -- 

16 Z don't know who said it, someone from OCIE basicaily, "He's 

17 ~ very powerful person, Bernie, drld you know, just remember 
18 that." 

19 Q Someone from OCIE? 

20 A Yes -- 

21 Q From headquarters? 

22 A It was either -- I think ~ohn McCarthy and Eric 

23 Swanson were on the phone call. I don't know if Mark 

24 other person m7_ght have been on the cal_l when they were down 

25 there. ~ut basicdlly, just, "He is a very ~ellconnected, 
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L powerful person." 

2 (Z So, one of those three people said that, either 

3 McCarthy, Donohue, or Eric Swanson? 

4 A Unless there was an additional person in the room. 

5 But we definitely heard that, some version of it, and that 

6 was that. 

7 Q So you think it was one of those three people? 

8 A Yes. 

9 Q But you don't know which one of the three? 

10 A I don't. 

11 And what was the context in which that was stated? 

12 A Well, the attachment o~ the letter, the MarIiedge 

13 article, and all the allegations, and what we were looking 

14 into. And basically, this is we're communicating with them 

15 after we just had this big sit-down, and he finally came out 

16 saying, "All right, there is ~ or 5 customers, maybe there is 

17 L.5." 

18 So, I guess we were digging into the heart of this 

19 $16 billion, $20 billion operation, and on that call, that's 

20 where it was, you know 

21 Q Who else was on that call from New York? 

22 A John Nee. I believe Pete. I don't know if he was 

23 in the field, or if he called in. But I think we were all 

24 sitting in a room, a conference room. I don't think Bob 

25 Sollazzo was on it. I'm not sure. 
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1 And do you know if the folks from headquarters who 

2 worked on the exam indicated to you that they came to any 

3 conclusion about their exam? 

4 A I believe it was still an ongoing type of 

S investigation, or whatever, inquiry, whatever it was 

6 considered. I know Pete had written to me saying, "How could 

7 we have missed this?" You know, "Sorry," or whatever. And I 

8 looked on the internal system, and it wasn't logged as any 

9 sort of an inquiry or any sort of.an open matter under 

10 investigation or anything. 

11 So, r said, you know, "Don't worry, don't lose 

12 sleep over it. You didn't miss it, but now we're following 

13 up on i.t." 

14 But what about an exam? Would an exan~ be on NRSI? 

15 A Just the regular broker-dealer exam? No, but we 

16 would check the J drive, and sear-ch the name Madoff and see 

17 the last report that was issued, because sometimes we use 

18 that as the starting template for our next report. 

19 BY MS. STEIBER: 

20 Q But what about the STARS system? Aren't 

21 examinations put into the STARS system? 

A They are. 

23 BY MR. KOTZ: 

24 Q Did you check that? 

25 A I'm not as familiar with the STARS system, to look 
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1 Tor that. Arid if it's not a -- T mean, during our initial 

2 interview ~e isk, "Are you currently involved in any SRO 

3 investigations, correspondence, state regulators." So, at 

that point, you probably have oi?r gr~~n book, our initial 

5 i nte rview . And most likely we checked off no, because he 

6 didn't mention at that point. 

7 Tt first came out during that meeting where he 

8 said, "I'm talking with all these people down in OCIE. You 

9 should know this already by now." 

10 BY MS. STEIBER: 

11 So that's the first you learned that there was an 

12 ongoing headquarters examination, was from Bernie Madoff? 

13 A That we should have known of that, correct, yes. 
Irl BY MR. KO'T Z : 

15 Q And so, you had that conversation with the team who 

n6 worked on the headquarters exam. How long was that 

17 conversation? 

18 A I don't recall. 

19 Q Was it several hours, though, do you think, or -- 

20 A I don't believe several hours, no. 

21 Q Okay. Perhaps less than an hour? 

22 A I don't' recall. 

23 Q Okay. And did you have any follow-up conversations 

24 with them about what they had done? 

25 A Me, personally? I don't believe so. I doii't know 
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1 if John or anyone else -- 

2 rZ Did you find the information that headquarters had 

3 obtained, or work that headquarters had done in th=ir exsm, 

4 useful in connection with your exam? 

5 A No, not really. I don't recall exactly what data 

6 they were looking at, or what theywere given. Zt looked 

7 similar ~o our data. We had a different time period. We 

8 jest went with the stuff that we had. And I kriow it was just 
9 two boxes in Pete's office. 

10 And I believe they might have looked at it when the 

11 next cas~ opened up in Ncvember, the actorneys, because r 

12 r-emfmber an e-maii where ii said -- like, lie said, "ALL rriy 
13 box~s are thece," you could look at what OC~~ gave ~im, what 
14 everyone 

15 O So the entirety of ~ashington headquarters' exam 
16 was in two boxes? 

17 A I'm not 100 percent sure if it was 2 Doxes. But I 

18 believe it was two boxes, or close to. r don't know if there 

19 was any electronic da~a. I know there was a lot of time 

20 spent setting up a drive for us to get access to the 

21 documents, and I believe the documents vere jus~ trading 

data. I don't know what it was, but I know we went back and 
23 forth. 

24 Like, we probab~y spent two weeks on tt~e exam jiist 

35 try;ng to get access. Wt spent a lot of time tryiilg to get 
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1 e-mails downlnaded. There was ii lot of things that slow us 

2 down out in ihe field that either increase technological 

3 technolo~y budgets cculd increase. Maybe if we didn't h~ve 

4 e-mail, ~e would spend a lot more time -- or have quicker 

ways of doing things 

6 (SEC Exhibit No. 30 was marked for 

7 identification.) 

8 BY MR. KOTZ: 

9 CZ Okay, T will show you another document. This miyht 

10 refresh y~ur recoilection, a letier from JacqueLine Flood to 

11 John Nee. Arid it does, in ~act, say, "We are forwarding two 
12 boxes of documents." 

13 A Yes, and this is -- ~ think we had already come 

1/3 Sack trorn the field alrendy. So June 9, 2005 - 

15 B So by the time you got the boxes o~ documenls 

16 A Yes. 

17 g -- they weren't really useful? 

18 A You know, I'm sure I probably thumbed through it, 

19 and T'm sure Peter went through it. And ~~ien I don't know if 

20 the attorneys went through it later on, but -- 

21 (Z But in terms of your cause exam -- 

22 A Yes, we were pretty much -- r mean, the report was 

23 probably - you Frobably saw thereport being sent back and 

24 forth. Possib~y. It didn't yet fled until the ena of 

nugust, so I don'L wan~ to say there wasn't time where Pete 
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1 might ~ave sat down ind looked through a lot of this in mn: 

2 detail, but basically it correlated with the jcind of stu~~ 

3 that we were being provided from Bernie. 

4 MK. KOTZ: Okay. I will show you the next 

5 document. Mark this as SEC Exhibit No. 31. 

(SEC Exhibit No. 31 was marked for 

7 identification.) 

8 BY MR. KOTZ: 

9 (Z This is ari ~mai_ from _ to Mavis 
10 Ke:ly, dated Wsdnesday, May 21, 2003, 5:47 p.m. Have you 

11 ever seen this document? 

12 ('l'he witness examined the docament.) 

13 1'HF, WTTN~SS: I dori't beli-ve ~ ever saw t~:~ 

14 e-m~il, or some c,r these first attachments or pages. ~ know 
15 the -- Michael -- 

16 MR. KOTZ: Right. 

17 THE WI'rNESS: -- article I know very well. Hut 

18 think I had only seen it on Factiva. I never actually - I 
19 think I tried to find it in MarHedge, but I never found it. 

20 And then, there was a Power Point presentation that 

21 I know I founrj on Google at one point, se?rchiny for a 

conversion or solnelhing. So I had seen one or two things on 

23 the Int-met that made reference ~o the split strike 

21 conversion that looked similar to this. I don't know it this 
25 was it, but -- 
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1 BY MR. KOTZ: 

2 Q All right. But in terms of this format of SEC 

j Exhibit No. 31, the e-mail from to Mavis Kelly wi~h 

4 attachments, this you don't believe you saw? 

5 A I don't believe I saw it. 

6 g I mean, this was in the work papers. 

7 A From OCIE or -- 

8 Q This was in -- 

9 A This was electronic, or was it -- 

10 (S I think this was a document in the work papers. 
11 MS. STEIBER: Yes. 

12 ?'HE WITNESS: A document in the work paper from 
13 OCIE, or -- 

14 MR. KOT%: Zn the papers - 

15 THE WITNESS: Our two boxes for the broker--dealer? 

16 MS. STEIBEK: Right. I~ you look at the prior 

17 page -- sorry, the last Line, where it says work papers from 

18 Mavis, that is one of the work papers from Mavis. "here were 

19 also some notes that were in the work papers 

20 THE WITNESS: Okay. 

21 MS. STEIBER: From -- that were produced. And as 

22 you see, it says Mavis Kelly. 

23 THF. WITNESS: Okay, yes. I don't know if I had 

24 seen it, unless -- if this was paper like this -- unless 

25 Peter forwarded it to me or sonething like -- if you show me 
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1 an e-mail that shows that this was forwarded to me, then :r 

2 guess I saw it. 

3 But yoing through everything in these boxes, I 

4 don't know - John Nee yot them. I don't know how long they 

5 sat in his cffice. I don't really remember doing much with 

6 OCIE's work papers 

7 MS. STEIBER: Okay. 

8 MR. KOTZ: Okay. 

9 TfIE WTTNESS: Other than seeing the two boxes, and 

10 looking at some of ibe trading data ~rom -- I just remember 

11 big s~acks, and we looked through it. 

12 BY MS. STEIBER: 

13 O U yoii recall in ~he phone call if you discussed 

14 what initiated their exam? 

15 A Their exam? 

16 O Did they say anything abnu~ being suspicious? I 

17 mean, sorry, a complaint about Madoff's suspicious trading? 

18 A ii don't recall that. I don't recall. They might 
19 have mentioned it on the call. 

20 Q You - they definitely didn't draw it to your 
21 attention? 

22 A I don't believe -- it's number nine on there - 

Okay -- 

24 A -- more important. But no, I don't -- I mean on 

25 the phone call r don't remember what we talked about, other 
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1 than us te_ling -- basically, just saying, "We want to 

2 that Hernie is telling the truth, and that he is realy 

3 contact with you guys." Yes, that's it. 

4 BY MR. KOTZ: 

5 Q So you didn't get a tremendous amount of 

6 information from them about what they had done on that call:' 

7 A On the call, right. And when was the call? It was 

8 in the end of May or something, May 26th? Like the day after 
9 our meeting, or May 27th? 

10 Q Yes. 

11 A So I guess -- 

12 So you don't -- 

13 A -- two weeks :ater, I don't - I mean -- 

1~ CJ You ~on't recall getting a lot of intormatiori ~rorr 

15 them on that call about their exam? 

16 Fi No, because, T mean, we kept asking Bernie, "Give 

17 us copies of your correspondence with OCIE, their request 

18 list," stuff like that. He wasn't providing it. That's why 
19 we basically -- I believe John requested them to send 

20 everything as well, because we just weren't getting it from 
21 him. 

22 find that's documented in the e-mails that, you 

23 know, we're still waiting for it, still waiting for it. 

24 Q Okdy. So it was more o~ a sense of tryiny to 

1;' "i'~-~~'~'~'~'~""~"""""."""I" i 
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1 MR. KOTZ: Sure 

2 MS. STEIBER: Sure. 

3 THE WTTN~~S: Do you guys have the original 

4 assignment memo? Like just t~e date, so r can put it in 

5 reference when I was assigned the exam, or -- or if it was 

6 decided a year ear~ier that one day I would be doing it, or, 

7 you know -- 

O MS. STEIBER: The original assignment -- 

9 MR. TALRRICO: r'm going to have to step oiit. 

10 MR. KOTZ: Okay. ALL righ~. Why don'i we -- if 

II it's okay, then we will Iteep yoinq. 

12 THE WITNESS: Yes 

13 MR. KO'rZ: So I_he next docllrnerlLL we'rP going i-o mark 

14 as SEC Exhibit No. 32, and this is an e-mail from Peter 

15 Lsmore to you, ~/27/2005 9:OG a.:-n. Arid it's several pages of 

16 an e-mail string. 

17 (SEC Exhibit No. 32 was marked for 

18 identification.) 

19 BY MR. KOTZ: 

20 8 And i~ you look at the third page of this a-mail 

21 string, tnere is a reference - you, e-mailing Peter 

22 Lamore - saying, "Maybe we should put in motion a written 

23 request ~or," and theri there is a variety of things. 

21 And then you say, "MaySe verbally you can ask again 

25 i~ he has any of the correspondence he sent to Washiriqton a 
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E year-and-a-half ago." Do you remember that? 

2 A Sure. Based on the meeting we had with him, where 

3 he referenced it, we said, "Can you give us a copy of it?" 

4 And then, the next day, "Can you verbally ask him for the 

5 follow-up?" 

6 And so did you verbally ask him for the follow-up, 

7 do you think? 

8 A Did Peter? Yes, because I think there is 

9 references of it even in the beginning of June. We also say, 

10 "Did we get this from Bernie?" 

II Q But he never provided it to you? 

12 A I don't believe he did. If we have anything in 

13 there, maybe it was one cover letter or somethiny, or the 

14 initial request. Rut I don't believe so. 

15 Q Did he give you -any reasori why he wasn't going to 

16 provide it to you? 

17 A No. 

18 Q Okay. And then if you see, following on, now on 

19 the second page of the e-mail, Peter responds, "Okay, I will 

20 write this request. Asked him again about correspondence. 

21 He said there was none, of course. I am currently trying to 

22 match the trading authorization directors with the account 

23 in~ormation, separate does, and I don't think we have 

24 everything. I will address any missing does, as wel " 

25 First, generally, would Bernie claim there wasn't 
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1 documents? Is that what this is a reference to, "I asked him 

2 about correspondence, and he said there was none, of course?" 

3 A Well, for two months we were told there were no 

4 investment advisories and no hedge funds that he was managing 

5 money for. So, the fact that there was no correspondence 

6 related to anything, it wasn't surprising that he just didn't 

7 give us stuff. 

8 Q So were there missing documents, in general, in the 

9 cause exam of Madoff, documents he didn't provide, or 

10 documents 

11 R In that sense, documents he didn't provide. And 

12 then, when he gave the trading - we were going to wait for 

13 him to give us the trading authorization directives to then 

14 make sure he was giving us for the ones that we knew from 

15  from MarHedge, from Barron's, from Bloomberg, all 

16 the different sources, to see if -- why t~-iose weren't 

17 provided, as well. 

18 Q And so you -- he said you were going to do that? 

19 A Yes, I think he said he was writing the request, he 

20 asked for the trading authorizations. Let's see. It's 

21 probably in other e-mails, but we -- and in our spreadsheets 

22 on our electronic files of -- all these trading 

23 authorizations, which are only signed by Bernie, which, once 

24 again, is odd, that, you know, it wouldn't counter-signed. 

25 Q Right. And then you respond back to Peter, "Even 
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I as you hand the request to him you can say, 'If some of the 

2 questions don't apply, you can write -- just write n/a on it 

3 and give us a copy.' Questions I.ike Barclays at the UK 

4 office might not apply, according to Bernie." 

S What did he mean by that, that that might not 

6 apply? 

7 A What did I mean by that? 

8 g Well -- yes, right. You say, "Questions like 

9 Rarclays at the UK office might not apply, according to 

10 Bernie." 

11 R Basically, I just thought better let's put i~ in 

12 writing, an then, i~ he wants to tell us there is nothiny 

13 related to it, let him use his handwriti~y, write it on it, 

14 and give it back to us, so we have a recor-d that he told us 

15 it doesn't apply. 

16 And is that what you did, do you think? 

17 A If you look through other e-mails, or iT you look 

18 at our work papers, you should find the written request 

19 related to those six points, at least, and whether he signed 

20 off on it or not. You would have to double-check. 

21 But I know we went back and forth about issues like 

22 this. And the fact that ~e don't have the correspond-nce, 

23 most likely, in the rites is because he never gave it to us, 

24 just what they sent us, OCIE. 

25 Q Okay. And then on the first page of this same 
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1 e-mail, SE~ ~xhibiL No. ?2, you sav to Peter Lmore,"I t!iirik 

2 that just means that the model looks at, let's say, the price 

3 of 1 particular stock 200 times throughout the day. 

4 Actually, I believe the model runs 200 differpnir tests on 

5 each stock. We want to drill down deeper and know the 

6 if/then type statements." 

7 Do you know what this is referring to, and -- 
8 A Yes. 

9 Q Did you drill down deeper, and do this analysis? 

10 A I believe he ydve us some sort or -- in the iradinq 
1l direc;ive, it talks about how t~e model works. And ihese, 
12 believe, are some documerits that came about after we i~ad a 

13 conversation with -- trying to find out more information 
14 about the black box. 

15 So, basi~ally, we didn't want to just know now it 
16 prices the basket 200 times throiighout the day. We wanted to 

17 know, like, "ii/chen: so if the price drops to a certain 

18 parameter, then the compu-~er or something is going to buy X 
19 amount of Chat stock." We wanted to know exactly all Che 

20 parameters that the system was looking at: correlation, 

21 delta, all the thingsthat the hedge ~unds should have been 

22 interested in, and then par~ oi their due diligence. 
23 (1 But -- 

24 A Because it was a secretive system. Nobody knew, 
25 and we were trying to figure that out. 
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1 A He -- I would say it started to trickle in. We 

2 probably got half of the trading authorization directives. 

Maybe we got a few more additionally, afterwards. It would 

4 be in the spreadsheets. 

5 (3 And so, then after you got that information and 

6 those statements, did you go back and ask these questions 

7 that you have in this e-mail? 

8 A I don't know. I would have to -- in the report, r 

9 don't think we would leave an open question like that. So if 

10 in the report it says -- we probably just verbally asked him, 

II and it came back to, again, that HarcLays was being used as 

12 the clearing agent, cleariny the trades for London on sehal~ 

13 o-t these 16 hedge funds, and that's how ii all worked. 

14 Q In the email right be~ow, Peter sends an e-mail to 

15 you Friday, May 27, 2005 at 10:28 a.m. He says, "One of the 

16 brokers Bernie mentioned was Corrunerce Bank, which I believe 

17 they either built or were going to build a technology 

18 platform for." 

19 Do you remember if you ever contacted Commerce 

20 Bank? 

21 A I don't know about Commerce Bank. I know there was 

22 an entity, MOM, orsomething Dlothers Overseas -- I foryot 

23 what it stood for, but they were going to license this MA2.06 

24 system and Bernie basically told us it never -- like there 

25 were technical issues, and they never launched it, and they 
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1 didn't issue their system to another entity. 

2 I don't know iF that had to do with Commerce Bank. 

3 But it was just an example of an e-mail where we saw that 

4 they were going to license out their algorithm. And I 

5 believe Peter Madoff or one of the two sons said something to 

6 the effect, like -- the language in this said basically, "You 

7 can't disclose to the media that you have our system." So we 

8 just thought that was odd, and it also contradicted with 

9 something. 

10 So, I do not think L answered your question, sorry. 

11 Q Do You recall whether- you contacted Commerce Bank.! 

12 A Commerce Bank, no. We didn't contact Commerce 

13 Bank. 

14 MR. KOTZ: Okay, on to the next document. Okay, 

15 the next document I'm yoing to mark as SEC Exhibit No. 34, 

16 and this is an e-rriail from you to Peter Lamore, 

17 2:13 p.m. 

18 (SEC Exhibit No. 34 was marked for 

19 identification.) 

20 BY MR. KOTZ: 

21 And in this e-mail, Peter says to you first, "Hey, 

22 he said he's not familiar with Auriga Tnternational, although 

23 they could be an investor through one of the feeder funds." 

2~ And you respond, "That's weird, hec~use Bioomberg 

25 reports Auriga has a discretionary account with B. Madoff. 
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1 Mat-be it was a few years 3go, or it could Se a feeder Eurid." 

2 So you said it was weird. W~y was it weird? 

3 A Well, without Looking at the attached list thai's 

4 referenced in the first e-mail, which would have been t~-ie 12 

5 or 13 entities, and seeing Chat Auriga wasn't on there - 

6 because I think there was ariothcr e-mail where I rrrferericed 

? to Peter to see if Auriga is on there, beca~se r looked on 

8 Bloomberg and there was the information I found, and we could 

9 Bernie that's where we found it because, you know, it is 

10 not. -- it's common kn~wlerige, the Blnornberr~ s~stcn, I'm sure 
11 he had one 

12 So wh~t was this list ttiat Auriga was not on? 

13 A 1 believe thelisir is just a lis_ that ~eter or 

14 Peter and myself put together showin~ who had signed a 

1.5 tradiiiq auEhcrization to nse Bernie's mode~ MAZ.06. That's 

16 it. So on there you would see Kingate, Sentry, Fair~-ield -- 

17 O So you found iC odd that Auriya was on the list, 

18 but Bernie never heard of Auriga? 

19 A it was odd, i mean, it's possible that Bloomberg 

20 has outdated iiiformation, and naybe at one point Auriqa was 
21 with Bernie and now it was no longer. But -- 

22 MS. STE~BER: Can I show you a list as SEC Exhibit 

23 No. 35? 

24 THE WITNESS: Sure. 

25 
ISEC Exhibit No. 35 was mark~d for 
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1 identification.) 

2 BY MS. STEIBER: 

3 Is this the list of funds that Bernie produced to 

4 you? 

5 (The witness examined the document.) 

6 MS. STEIBER: And we retrieved this from the work 

7 papers 

8 THE WITNESS: I don't remember having names of 

9 people. Because I know there was a reference where, like -- 

10 I know the trading directives weren't signed. So this could 

11 be a different list or spreadsheet than -- I don't know if 

12 that was the one attached to it. Is that the one attached to 

13 this e-mail, do you know? Is SEC Exhibit No. 35 the one 

14 referenced in SEC Exhibit No. 33 or SEC Exhibit No. 34~ 

15 MS. STEIBER: I don't think that we have the 

16 attached spreadsheet. 

17 THE WITNESS: R11 right. So I don't want to 

18 speculate as to whether this is the attachment that I'm 

19 saying that's weird, because it could have just been the one 

20 t'hat we put together where Bernie handed us saying, "Here are 

21 all t~e people who use it, and here is my signature saying 

22 that they're using it," and -- 

23 BY MS. STEIBER: 

24 Q Do you recall that there were discrepancies between 

25 the names that Bernie gave you and the names that you had 
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1 seen in various articles and on Bloomberg? 

2 A Bloomberg, yes, in terms of Auriga. 

3 (Z What about -- 

4 A Yes. 

5 What about -- did you notice any discrepancies 

6 between the names that he had given OCrF, in the headquarters, 

7 and the names he had given the exam team? 

8 A I don't recall what names we discussed with OCIE, 

9 or what -- I don't recall what was in the documents from 

10 OCIE. 

1% You don't recall comparing the two lists, the 

~2 documents? 

13 A %'m sure it was done, or I'm sure -- you know, the 

14 biggest ones, in terms of Tremont, like we were trying to 

15 focus on the biggest of -- the money ones. But, at the same 

16 time, you know, I remember personally doing tons of research 

17 on Kasigami and looking up these names and finding absolutely 

18 nothing anywhere, in terms of Factiva or Lexis Nexis, or 

19 anywhere. Couldn't find anything. Yes. 

20 MR. KOTZ: Okay, we will go to the next document 

21 The document we're going to mark as SEC Exhibit No. 36. It's 

22 an -- 

23 THE WITNESS: And, r mean, that last one clearly 

24 showed we asked Bernie, "Where is Auriga on this," and he 

25 gave us some excuse. And, you know, other than if we went to 
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1 Auriga then, and tried to contact them -- yes 

% MR. KOTZ: The next document we're going to mark as 

3 SEC Exhibit No. 36, this is an e-mail from Peter to you dated 

$ 5/27/2005 at 2:44 p.m. 

5 (SEC Exhibit No. 36 was marked for 

6 identification. 

7 BY MR. KOTZ: 

8 Q If you see on the second page of this document, you 

9 are sending an e-mail to Peter on Friday, May 27, 2005, 3:36 

10 p.m. You say, "Wouldn't those account numbers you listed on 

11 the spreadsheet correspond to the account at Barclays or the 

12 Madoff account number? I can't believe this is the bank 

13 account information for each of the 15 accounts. I can't 

14 believe the Bank of America and HSBC both have accoiint ranges 

15 that start with 1FR." 

16 Had you ever seen that before, where two different 

17 banks had bank account information with account ranges that 

18 start with the same numbers and letters? 

19 A Have I ever seen it before? I can't recall if I've 

20 seen something similar to that, or -- but if it was a prime 

21 brokerage account, then those are Barclay-type account 

22 numbers that then get allocated to Bank of America and HSBC. 

23 If it's jus; lik~ some sort of a pass-through, or who they 

24 use for their clearing firm. It's possible, I guess. 

25 Q Did you ever resolve the question o~, you know, 
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1 what you're saying here, "I can't believe Rank of Amerca and 

2 HSBC both have account ranges that start with 1FR?" 

3 A r':n sure we requested and got the -- printed out 

4 statements for whatever entities it was, whether Bank of 

5 America, HSBC, or whether it was Kingate Global or Tremont, 

6 or wherever it was. We got all 15 entities for the whole 

7 year, year-and-a-half, and they all started with that account 

8 number. But, you know -- 

9 B But you thought that that was -- 

10 A Strange 

17 Q Strange? 

12 A Sure, it was strange. 

13 Q And did you ever resolve why it wasn't strange? 

n4 A I don't know if we looked at stuff that OCIE had 

15 also, and so it w;iss t~e samp nuirtber-s -- you know, her-e is 

16 where T talk about locking up the stuf~ in the computer bag. 

17 You know, so we had suspicions about pretty much everything 

18 there, everything he said we wanted to try to riqure out i~ 

19 it existed or it didn't exist. 

20 So, T can't recall -- I know we didn't send a 

21 letter Co Bank ot America and say, "Would you have an account 
22 1FR." 

23 Q You can't recall how that issue was resolved? 

24 A Well, we did what we would do on a normal exam i~ 

25 they provided us a spreadsheet and we asked for the outside 
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I statements, which were statements he printed up, and we 

2 looked at it and compared it, and then if we had stuff 

received by OCI~, we usually wouldn'_ ge the next step the 

4 same way an outside auditor doing the annual audit would 

5 maybe send a request letter, even though -- we thought 

6 everything was weird, so we would have been sending letters 

7 out everywhere. 

8 And at the same time, like we had been told, you 

9 know, "You can't just go into Fairfield Greenwich and raise 

10 red flags, and you know, have them lose business, because you 

11 will he sued." But it didn't stop us from yuestioriinq 

12 everythng, and bring it up, and 

13 O Right. Okay -- 

14 A Okay, I don't know i~ that other spreadsheeC was 

15 the one referenced here, becaiise I recsll -Iryinq ~o get names 

16 of peop?e as contacts at tnese places. So T guess that came 

~7 in at some point, but I don't know if that was from the 

18 document related to OCIE, or if it was -- 

19 
(SEC Exhibit No. 37 was marked for 

20 identification.) 

21 BY MR. KOTZ: 

22 O~ay, ; ~ill show you the next document, which is 

23 SEC Exhibit No. 37. l'his is a string of emails, starting 

21 with an e-mail ~rom Peter to you, dated 6/1/2005 at l1:09 

25 a.m. 
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1 Can you start on the last page of this string of 

2 e-mails, SEC Exhibit No. 31? This says -- it's an e-mail 

3 from Peter to you and John Nee, "Cliff Notes version of my 

4 discussion with Bernie this morning. This is where Bernie is 

5 saying his gut tells him when to enter and exit the market." 

6 A Okay. 

7 Q And here Peter says, "I asked him about monthly 

8 performance stats of his model. Me stated he doesn't track 

9 it. T highly doubt this." Do you know why he highly doubted 

]O that? 

11 A Most people would probably want to brag if they 

12 were earning 12 to 15 percent a year. And that's basically 

13 what the Barren's and the MarHedge article said. And since 

14 he wasn't giving us the data, we did take all the tradiny 

15 data, we did try to calculate the returns. They did tie in 

16 to 1.5 percent. 

17 But, once again, we wanted to go to Fairfield 

18 Greenwich, to see i~ the glossy material they're sending to 

19 investors reflects the same 1.5 percent. It's a tie-in to 

20 the exact same number that we were seeing. We wanted to 

21 verify outside. 

22 Q And what would have happened, do you think, if you 

23 had done that? 

24 R I can't speculate as to, you know, if the flag 

25 would have been raised high enough, or if, you know -- I 
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1 don't know. 

2 Q All right. If you look at -- 

3 A It's based on -- you know, current media news, it 

4 seems like, Bernie was coaching Fairfield Greenwich anyway, 

5 even before, when they came into the attorneys after this 

6 exam ended. So the minute he would have gotten wind, you 

7 know, odds are good, you know, we would have been led down 

8 the same wrony path. Because it seems like a lot more people 

9 were involved in this than just Bernie. 

10 Q Okay. If you look at the third page of this e-mail 

11 string, SEC Exhibit No. 37, you say to Peter Lamore and John 

12 Nee, "Let me know if there are any transactions during the 

13 tin,, period we cequested, and I will (Il~leC~k 10 see if they are 

14 on the database of orders entered." 

15 Peter responds, "Hilarious nothing. Only 

16 transactions on Feb 18 and March 15." Who was this in 

17 reference to? 

18 A Probably related to the request that we gave the 

19 one where you asked about comparing the trading data for 

20 customer -- during the day and the -- I don't know about -- 

21 FN1 maybe, or FN2. Like, once you saw the trades for one 

22 account, it was the same replicated for all the accounts. 

23 The only thing that really differed was whether it was $3 

24 billion, $500 million, $7 billion. 

25 So, once we calculated the returns, we looked at 
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1 all the other accounts. But if we had reqiiested FS1 or FS2 

2 for that time period, that's what I would have had him 

3 looking at, to compare. 

4 And those transactions that happened on February 

5 18th were some sort of, like, adjustment of shares. And it 

6 probably was just because I think Textron, or whoever, 

7 Texaco, had issued a dividend or something. So I guess it 

8 messed up his model, or -- I don't know what Bernie did, but 

9 it was just an odd -- another odd transaction. But he 

10 explained it to baSically be adjusting shares that -- things 

11 that happened during that quarter, I guess whether it was 

12 dividendspaid or a stock split or somethiriy like that, he 

13 would have to make some sort of adjustment to the customer 

14 statements . 

15 You mentioned earlier that Bernie at one point told 

16 you who was going to be the next chairman of the SEC 

17 A Correct. 

18 g Who did he indicate? 

19 A I believe it was Chris Cox at the time, when he 

20 first came in. We learned at least two or three weeks before 

21 the appointment of Chris Cox, before an e-mail in the SEC 

22 saying, "We have a new chairman." 

23 And did he indicate how he knew that? 

24 A No. But by this point he had already pretty much 

25 well established that he knew everyone in OCIE, and named 
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everyone, and already mentioned Lori Richards, had already 

2 mentioned -- 

What did he say about him knowing Lori Richards? 

4 I just remember in the first day or two I think he 

5 had started dropping those names. You know, so I think we 

6 had either -- I don't know if he mentioned John or Bob or 

7 just, you know -- or we just threw it in the back of our 

8 heads, "He's saying everyone who is above us," and we didn't 

9 know if it was true or not. 

10 Then, as time went on, we found out about the OCIE 

11 exarr~, and -- 

12 So what were the other names that he dropped, other 

13 than Lori Richards? Eric Swanson? 

14 Specifically, I can't recall. I don't recall that. 

15 I don't know if he rrentioned his n~me, specific~lly. 

16 Did he -- did Bernie Madoff ever tell you that he 

17 was on the short list to be the next chairman? 

18 A Yes, he did, I believe, yes. 

19 Q What was the context of that? 

20 A I'm not sure. I don't know if he was asked. I do 

21 recall that now that you say that, yes. 

22 And did you believe him, that that could be true? 

23 I mean, he was pretty -- 

24 n In the beginning, when he was dropping all these 

25 names, and then he said he was on the short list -- but then, 
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1 when he came in and told ris who the next commissioner was, r 

2 don't know If that's how he got wind of it, or - I don't 

3 know. 

4 Q So, r mean, when you heard that he said he was on 

5 the short list, you thought that could be true. IIe was 

6 obviously very ~ell known in the industry. 

7 A Yes, I mean, we never verified and call~d anyone to 
8 see -- 

9 Q Right. 

10 A -- it he was on the list, whichT guess, you know, 
13. we could have don~ 

12 (Z Oka~. 

13 A Unless he had the list. 

14 Q Wha~ were the other Lhings that he did like that to 

15 kind of impress you:' Hnythirig else he said, that you can 
16 recall? 

17 A I don't first I will this other story. There 

18 were tons of stories, hours and hours worth. A lot of 

19 history, as well. 

20 I will just summarize it, but one story he told us 

21 is when his firm was moving, r think, to the lipstick 

22 building. And he just -- he couldn't -- like his phobia of 

23 moving, or something, and he basically just -- while all the 

24 movers were coming and boxing uu his stuf~, he just curled uF 

25 on the couch and, like, huddled and just sat there for three 
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I or four -- whatever, however long it was that it took them to 

2 move the whole firm. He just couldn't handle it. 

3 But, you know, the neatness and stuff, you could 

4 definitely see in the offices, and that stuff that's in those 

5 articles, it's true. 

6 Q What about stuff about, you know, his connections, 

7 or you know, he's so well known, that kind of thing? Did he 

8 talk about -- 

9 A Not really. He didn't -- other than dropping names 

10 of people at the SEC or wherever else it was, but he didn't 

11 really mention anything else. You know, we learned about the 

12 parties at his hoiise and stuff through e-mails, you know, 

13 like an ann~~al employee party, and what not. And I think I 

14 saw that   the guy at NASDAQ who is now the 

15 head of -- something. 

16 But he -- I don't know if it was a pizza party, or 

17 "Let's get  on the phone," or something. So it just 

18 seemed like things were close, so that's why I didn't even 

19 feel comfortable calling NASDAQ to ask about the closing 

20 cross and the opening cross, you know, because it was too 

21 clubby of a system, it seemed. 

22 B So you had the impression that Bernie had 

23 connections with NASDAQ. So, to go to them -- 

24 A With the former chairman. 

25 Right. Would not be useful? 
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1 A Yes, and I think we were maybe delayed in yoing to 

2 them until we hsd all the ernails we could find related to 

3 it, r,ike mysel~ and Pete - ~ut I know myself I did tons o~ 

4 research on the closing cross, _he opening cross, how it 

5 works, how the feeds come in. 

6 You know, I'm sure I spoke to Ellen H~rsch about 

7 it, and she Inight have sat in on that one call, or had some 

8 notes about it. But, you know, we exhausted everything we 

9 could do before we went to them to present our ideas to make 
10 sure. 

II Q So, was there kind ot this underlying coriccrn that 

12 if you accused or were seen to accuse Ilernie oi something, he 

13 was so well known i~hat there would be something coining back 
14 at you? 

15 A Not directly or indirec~ly. I ineaii, nothing major. 
16 But just you can only Fush so much, or you ~now, since we 

17 weren't really making much headway with all this other sCulf, 

18 let's push down this opening/clojin~ cross-trade transaction, 
19 yes. 

20 Q So was there a concern about pushiriy too hard 

21 without substantial evidence about Bernie, because he was so 
22 well known? 

23 A T guess hearing fron OCIE that, you know, he is a 

24 very weliconnected and well - powerful person, hearing 
25 that, and hearing -- 
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1 MR. TALARICO: Are you asking whether that's his 

2 concern or the SE(3's concern, or whether he knew that was the 

3 SEC's concern? 

4 MR. KOTZ: In general. In general. 

5 MR. TALARTCO: In general, meaning the SEC? 

6 MR. KOTZ: Yes, I mean -- 

7 "H~ WITNESS: r wouldn't say the SEC, but 

8 MR. KOTZ: Well 

9 THE WITNESS: r mean, that - r guess from OCIE, t 

10 that's coming from them, ihat's their feeling. But you krow, 

11 it didn't -- it woiildn't siop me, necessarily, and I tried to 

12 say, "Can I sit in on testimony," you know, "Can I do this? 

13 Can I do that?" "No, don't worry. It's taken care of." 

14 BY MR. KOTZ: 

15 C?' ~ho saic that to you, "No, don't worry, it's taken 

16 care of?" 

17 A I know there were times where Peter would write, 

18 saying, "R11 right, they're sending it out, Bernie is coming 

19 in for testimony. It's going to be this day, so we'll see 

20 you t~iere," or something, end T'ni like, "Okay, great, I will 

21 tell my supervisor, I will teil this one," and then he would 

22 clear it with the attorneys, and they would say, "No, just 
23 one of you," you know? 

2~ Which -- I don't know ii they took him because he 

25 knew ir-ading and he could understand what was goirig on, but I 
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1 think I had a pretty good grasp on it as well, and wouid have 

2 been there, just as well, jumping up and down every time 

3 Bernie told a lie. 

4 Q So you wanted to be more involved in the 

5 enforcement investigation, but the attorneys didn't want you 
6 to be? 

7 A I don't know if -- I don't know who -- I mean the 

8 attcrneys are the ones w~o said, "No, it's okay, one is 
9 fine." 

10 But, at the same time, ~rom our own oftice, we 

II sometimes get p~sh-back Like not to help attorneys, and not 

12 to spend time working on rhc~r stuff. I've gotten lots 

13 reqiiets for, you know, "r.,n you I~r,c>k this up on B3oomberq 

11 for us related to an enforcement cdse that you brought to 

15 its?" And you know, you get in trouble sometimes. I wouldn't 

16 say trouble, but yoi~ yet told, you know, "C~ear it ~ir-st," 

17 or, "Don't help them." 

18 nnd that comes back Lo the silo effectr. of, you 

19 know, we've got to be out there getting numbers and doing 
20 exams and 

21 MR. KOTZ: Okay. 

BY MS. STEIBER: 

23 Q Did Bernie ever say he knew any legislators or the 

24 governor or, you know, a senator or -- 

25 A I can't recall. yo·i know, he -- r fcrqot. He had 
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1 told Iis, Like, someone had just been up there a few weeks 

earlier ?n his office. I don't know -- I don't want to say 
3 Chuck Schumer. r don't know who it was. There ~as someone 

4 politically connected. 

5 He was like, "Oh, if you would have been here a 

6 week ago, So-and-So wax here." So there were a few other 

7 names dropped. Hut, once again, it didn't really phase us 
8 You know, "I met Chuck Schumer." 

9 Q But did he give you the ~eeling that, "Hey, if I - 

10 if you werp to recuesr ticcuments fOZ me, or push me ~oo h~rd, 
11 I have people that 1 can go to?" 

12 A L don't know if that was directly stated or 

13 indi rectl y. Maybe ?ust by him droppiny those names, he was 

14 tryjn9 to give us the impression that, you know -- just even 
15 by telling us who the commissioner was. 

16 It's Che impression we yot thal_ he rrias trying to 

17 send t~ us, but ~ic didn't le~ i~hat stop us, because we're 

18 impartial, and we try to do the best we can. 

19 BY MR. KOTZ: 

20 (Z Was he verycharismatic? 

21 A Except for when he was angry with us. 
22 BY MS. STEIBER: 

23 B You said he was charming? 

24 A I guess, yes, it was -- you know, his stories and, 
25 you knew, a Ict or history and a lot or, you know, "Back in 
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1 1970, when this started," or, "Before trading on the 

2 exchanges," and you know 

3 But at the same time, in the back of our heads 

4 we're thinking payment for order flow issues, and all these 

5 other issues that, you know, had come up in the past. So we 

6 tried to balance it. 

7 BY MR. KOTZ: 

8 Q So, when ne was ~ngry at you, what would he say? 

9 What were those conversations like? 

10 A Most of them happened, I think, when Pete was in 

II his three o~ four-hour coriversations with him, and juse wha~ 

12 1 see in the e-~ai~s back, ne just got dgitat=d, I guess, 

13 when we would hand him a request, and he would see what's on 

14 there. 

15 You know, because maybe -- I don't know if he is 

16 diagnosed with obsessive compiilsive disorder, or what 

17 diagnosis Bernie has, but he would have to get us most of the 

18 responses, like, right a~ay. Or, if there was something 

19 outstanding -- but yet, when it caine to the CIE reports, 

20 certairi documents he didn't Giant to get us. But if there was 

21 something that he could get us immediately, he made sure we 

22 got it immediately. 

23 Q So what ~ould he be anyry about, that you handed 

24 him a document, or Peter handed him a document, and asked him 

25 to do somethinc? 
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1 A Yes, if it was a two-page request, or somethins 

2 Like, "Why a-mails? Why this? Why that?" You know, so - 

3 Q All right. Why don't we continue? 

4 (SEC Exhibit No. 38 was marked for 

5 identification.) 

6 BY MR. KOTZ: 

7 Q Okay. Next document is marked as SEC Exhibit No. 

8 38. This is an e-mail from John to Bob Sollazzo June 2, 

9 2005, 10:04 a.m. and it forwards an e-mail from Peter to John 

10 with a cc to you dated june 2, 2005, 10:03 p.m. -- a.m., 

11. sorry. 

12 And in this e-mail, Pe;e says, "4~ter reviewing the 

13 Kingate account statements Tor Janusry throucjh April 2005, 

14 paper version, I don't believe the retail customer order flow 

15 information for- .Iladoff's market making busin-ss ]rias anything 

16 to do with his hedge fund model." 

17 "Essentiaily, he got long the S&P 100 for the hedge 

18 funds January 20 through January 24, 2005, and sold the S&P 

19 100, flattened out MarchlO through March 13, 2005. There 

20 was no activity in April of 2005. Granted,.his purchase and 

21 subsequent sale timing was excell~nt -- buy low and sell 

32 high - but held the basket for approximately six weeks. 

23 Ther~tore, r don't believe that he is using any short-term 

24 signals thai would come ~rom his retail order flow." 

25 "I suspect he is extremely well connected to 
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~ut, once ayain, we didn't really see ,nvthing, a~d 

2 we just showed that it wasn't his customer's orders from 

3 Fidelity that were feeding him this in~ormation to put on the 

4 basket, because there was no basket. 

5 (2 But yo~i did kind of take note of his 

6 timing, always buying low and always seLLing high' 

7 A Peter did tnere, and, yes, I probably agreed ane 

8 looked at the charts and whatever Peter printed out and 

9 whatever I researched. 

lo Q nnd then, ori the secorid uage is the -- what we 

1 talked abolit Freviorls:_y, wi~ere Ra,l~ spke to  

12 yesterday, and he agreed that ciocuments a.c;socizi~ed with the 

13 black box pile should be with tile books and records 

1/1 requirernerit, since the model is used in the coriductlng oc the 
15 firm's business 

16 A I~nd tt~is is in june already, so we're probabJy two 

17 or three days shy of coming bick from the field. And in 

18 terms of when you said did we follow up on those Barclay 

19 questions and the other questions, we were still trying to 

20 just still get to the black box, tnree months Later, an~ only 

21 one week after finally officially being told that he was 

22 running money for six or seven customers. 

23 So, you can see how our hands were tied trom the 

24 whole - beginning, and we're trying to yather the 
2j information -- 
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Q nut at the same time you had the understanding that 

2 you were going to be wrapping thinys up soon by that 
3 point 

4 A Corr-ct. We have to sort of tie our ends Cogether 

5 and come up with the -- you know, we had the violations of 

6 the markei making side, which we were able to work on in the 

7 two or threeweek -- or the two-monlh downtime that we were 

8 waiting for Bernie to confess that he had these accounts 

9 under his control. 

10 MS. ST~IRER: I know you had asked be~ore to see 

1 the assignment memo. 

12 M~. KOTZ: Okay, so we're yoing to mark this as 

13 TLI~ WITNESS: I mean was there any mention back ir. 

1~ April of 2004, when ihe   e-mails came 

15 out, and th~y talked about, "We need to have someone who is 

16 well versed in optiorlc," like whoever that mystery persn~ is, 

17 let's pair them with -- like was there any -- 

18 MS. STEIBER: No -- 

19 THE WTTNESS: Like when was the first mention of me 

20 being assigned to this -- 

21 MK. KOTZ: No, all we saw was kind of waiting for 

22 the person with the particular skills of Peter, and then 

23 deciding on him. Gut we didn't see anythin- speci~ic,lly 
24 about, you know, you, per se. 

25 THE W;TNESS: nnd so was -- he rlecided well before 
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1 December 22, 2004, or -- 

2 MR. KOTZ: Well, from what we understand, the 

3 complaint that precipitated it came in much before. And then 

4 the decision was made to hold off to make sure, as resources 

5 permit, that you would find somebody. And then I guess 

6 Lamore was freed up, and then they decided to pair him with 

7 you and start. 

8 THE WITNESS: Got you. 

9 MR. KOTZ: That's what our understanding is 

10 MS. STEIDER: And then, I agree, it didn't start 

11 until March of 2005, when the exam work started. 

12 T~~ WITNESS: Yes, r don't know if I was wrapping 

13 up an exam in i)ecember and jariuary and -- yes. 

14 MR . KOTZ : Okay. 

15 THE WITNESS: But that explains why, like, I didn't 

16 really -- Z guess; I had access to their  

17  stuE~. 8ut in terms of a year worth of that 

18 folder, or files sitting on my desk, I didn't. I probably 

19 just read it over, or read the summaries that Pete put 

20 together, and stuff. 

21 MR. KOTZ: Okay, go to the next document. Okay, I 

22 will mark the next document as SEC Exhibit No. 39. 

%S (SEC Exhibit No. 39 was marked for 

24 identification.) 

25 BY MR. KOTZ: 
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1 Q This is an e-mai~ from Peter to John Nee, 

2 7:47 s.m. Arid it r-ferences a couple or emails thst you 

3 were involved in. See, on the ~irst page of this, there is 

4 an c-~ail from you to Peter Lamore and John Nee Sunday, 7:31 

5 p.m. You're working on the weekend? 

6 A Yes. 

7 "Attached is a spreadsheet showing total trades 

dcne tor each account in December 20C4." And tnen, later on 

9 it says, "Fo,- one custcmer a nega;ive number appears in the 

10 profit column. I believe this is a mistake, with the 

II conversion c,= data they gave us. Cin Ilhursday, as 1 was 

12 walking out, they gave us a disk of text files that contained 

13 the 15 months of customer statements. The data does not 

14 appc~r au a c~st~mer slatement, and T am going to ask the 

15 firm to provide it in a usable format." 

6 Do you know why you thought that the data did not 

17 appear as a customer statementl 

18 A It just ~idn'i look ~ikf the one that you've seen 

19 in the press now, where it's the heading of Bernard Madoff, 

20 and it shows the positions. This was just raw data, 

21 basically, that would be used to put on to a statement. 

22 And I was probably doing this on a Sunday, because 

23 we had just gotten this information a few days before, and we 

24 had to wrap up the exam. And, you know, if wc're goiiiq to 

25 find anything, we have crunch time, in terms of a week before 
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1 the ~eport is to be due. So i spend a lot of weekends 

2 towards the end of exams, working with stuff, because firms 

3 know how to hold off givin~ in~ormstion. And there rc~lly 

4 should be something that, you know, we should be able to do 

5 when firms lie to us, you know more than just what h3Fpens 
6 now. 

7 Q Okay. Rnd then, above that, on this documeni, SEC 

8 Exhibit No. 39, Peter is saying to John, "Hey, John," and 

9 then he says, "We still have not received Che hedge ~und 

10 contact list, nor did the statements coritain the addresses of 

11 the 15 entitit~~. I?le'rr going to ;Isk therri today for this 

12 information." 

13 A Tha_'s why the oth-r documerlt you showed rre about 

14 the addresses and the names and stuff, I don't know when that 

15 came in, because what we were basic:ally working on is, like, 

16 a list of just those cllslornerss ~ithout Lhe purchsse amounts, 

17 but it raight have had i~-ie trsding authorizstion date, and the 

18 column for the date it was signed and stuff. 

19 Q Did you ever yet that hedge fund contact list? 

20 A It looks like that was it. I don't know when that 

21 came in, or how, or -- and possibly not. It's possible that 

22 once we received it from OCIE, we had a list. But I think we 

23 would have gotten it from him, as well. Somethiny like that, 

24 you know -- 

25 And, in the end, you didn't contact the individuals 
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1 on the list to confirm their relationship with Madoff and 

2 trading -- 

3 A I don't believe we did, no. 

4 Q And -- 

5 A I don't know if there were phone numbers that 

6 were -- it was just addresses, mailing addresses to PO boxes 

7 in the Bahamas or Liechtenstein. 

8 MR. KOTZ: All right. The next document we're 

9 going to mark as SEC Exhibit No. 40. This is an e-mail from 

10 John Nee to you, dated June 7, 2005, 1:47 p.rri. 

11 (SEC Exhibit No. 40 was marked for 

12 identification.) 

13 BY MR. KOTZ: 

14 Q And this is -- I think we may have referred to it 

15 prior -- the e-mail, below t~iat is from you to John Nee, cc 

16 Pe-cr T,arnore, and t~cn you cc'd yoiirself. Tuesday, June i, 

17 2005, 12:26 p.n. you say, "John, we have been reviewing alll 

18 the basket trades conducted by the 15 or so, using Bernie's 

19 proprietary model. For all of 2004, Madoff executed close to 

20 2 billion shares or stock, which represents a commission 

21 equivalent of approximately $82 million, $.04 a share. It 

22 appears, without this commission equivalent business derived 

23 from the hedge funds, we estimate the firm would lose $10 

24 million to $20 million per year. We intend to obtain an 

25 expense Sreak-down for October 2004 to December 2004, to get 
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1 a better understanding of the commission equivalent 
2 business 

3 So, was it your understanding that the 

4 broker-dealer side was losing money without ~he investment 
5 advisor side? 

6 A Yes. 

7 Was that surprising to youl 

8 A Yes, in the sense t~at you think here was this 

9 large market makiny firm, and he hasn't admitted to havine 

10 .ny sort of accourts, but yet it makes up 80 or 90 percent, 
ii or it is -- yoii kriow, i~ anyth~ng, the ~nvestment advisor is 

12 smoothing out the earnings of the broker-dealer. 
13 1 (2 Right 

14 A So -- 

15 Q And then you say, "We are researchiny whether or 

16 not Berriie should be registered as an :investmcnt manaqfr, 

17 advisor, due to his entire discretion in trading these 
18 accounts. The other issue we have is with the London 

19 af~iliated office o~ Madof~, since the London affiliate is 
20 the selling agent for the U.S. o~~ice through Barclays. We 

21 will be researching whether the London office should he 

22 deemed a branch, versus an affiliate." 

23 And this is when Johri Die r~spands, "Thanks for the 

Zn ,pdate. Be sure to keep your eyes on the prize. The branch 

25 versus affiliate 
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1 best. I also don't think we get that far with the IA issue, 

2 as broker-dealers can, as you know, act in an advisory 

3 capacity." 

4 So, in essence, John Nee was telling you here not 

5 to continue to look at these issues, but to focus on the 

6 front running aspect, is that right? 

7 A If that's what the prize was. I don't know what 

8 the prize was. But yes, to basically just stay focused on 

9 verifying that the -- the front running issue, that it wasn't 

10 happening, and that they weren't using -- 

11 So were you disappointed with this e-mail ~rom John 

12 Nee? 

13 R Yes, I was 

14 MR. KOTZ: All ~ight. Let's go to the next one, 

15 SEC Exhibit No. 41. This is an e-rnail from you to John Nee, 

16 dated june 8, 2005, 8:43 a.rn. 

17 (SEC Exhibit No. 41 was marked for 

18 identification.) 

19 THE WITNESS: I laughed before when you read that. 

20 I cc'd myself because I usually do that on exams. Because 

21 then, when I come back into the firm, I can sort my e-mails 

22 by myself, and I know the important stuff I sent to myself 

23 and to everyone else, because it gets lost in our sent box. 

24 BY MR. KOTZ: 

25 Q If you look at the second page of this, there is an 
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1 be? 

2 A Sometimes not aggressive, sometimes hard to find, 

3 sometimes -- yes. Takes a while to get an answer or a 

4 response. 

5 And sometimes they -- you know, sometimes you get 

6 led down the wrong road by them. You know, you could be 

7 looking at one issue, and then all of a sudden you get a 

8 blast o~ seven e-mails saying, "Hey, there is a new memo out, 

9 you know, do this review as well." So all oil a suddeii you're 

10 given two or three new reviews to do while you're trying to 

11 stay focused (:,--i the -- you inow, the eye on ille pr-ize, or 

12 something. 

13 Q Right 

14 A And you're distracted from it. 

15 Q And do you feel sometiines where there is an 

16 in~luential person like MadofL~, ~ilpervisors may be relcctant 

17 to push something too much because they're concerned about 

18 some kind of reaction? 

19 A Yes. I've seen it whcr~, you know, maybe T've been 

20 told, "Don't rock the boat so much there, because we have a 

21 good relationship with them," and when we -- and not 

22 Madoff-related, but you know, "where we need to make a 

23 request for documents, they always gave it to us. So let's 

24 try to go easy." 

25 You know, ~nd r don't go easy, and I p:ish hard, and 
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1 I get pushback from staff members. But, you know, at the end 

2 of the day it turns out, yes, it is an issue, or it should be 

3 an issue. 

4 (SEC Exhibit No. 42 was marked for 

5 identification.) 

6 BY MR. KOTZ: 

7 All right. The next document, SEC Exhibit No. 42. 

8 This is an e-mail from John to you and Peter Lamore, 

9 6/16/2005. 

10 This is the e-mail where, if you see below it, in 

11 the e-mail ~rom you to John Nee cc'ing Peter Lamore on 

12 Wednesday, June 15, 2005, you say, "We would like to 

13 visit" -- "We would still like to visit some of the hedge 

14 funds. Example, l'remont in New York, and Fairfield in 

15 ~onnecticut or New York." 

16 And ~ohn replied that he didn't want you to do 

17 that, is that right? 

18 A He repl-ied, "Let's meet" 

19 Q And what happened? 

20 A -- "and go over it." But in the meeting -- we 

21 didn't go to Fairfield or Tremont. 

22 Q Did you bring up the issue of wanting to go to 

23 Fairfield or Tremont in the meeting? 

24 A Since we had sent it the night before, and we met 

25 him the following morning, and -- I would say yes. 
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? Q Okay. nnd -- 

2 A I'm sure we brought it up. Or he -- I don't know, 

3 I mean, everything that went on in there, but we weren't 

4 allowed to go. 

5 Q Okay. 

6 A I don't know if that's when I heard that the 

7 know, "If you're wrong," or you know, "You can't just go and 

8 wave your arms at Tremont, if they have 8 billion with him." 

9 I don't know if that was the meeting as to why we couldn't -- 

10 Q And ihat was said by JohnNee. 

11 A (Nodding.) 

12 Q Yes? 

13 F\ Yes. 

14 O Okay. Let's go to the next one -- 

15 A T mean, the second-to-last sentence about we had -- 

16 "We hope to have a draft list requested for the hedge funds " 

17 I don't believe we -- that meeting the next morning sort of 

18 put a kibosh to -- because I don't think there was any sort 

19 of drafrt e-mail, other than we would have taken what was 

20 written in there, in terms of the understanding of the 

21 strategy used by the hedge funds, the marketing material, the 

22 performance data. We would have broken that down into an 

23 official request list. 

24 MR. ROTZ: Okay, I will show you the next document. 

25 We're going to mark the next document as 
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1 MR. TAT,ARICO: L bet you it's an e-mail. 

2 MR. KOTZ: I bet you're right. 

3 MR. TALARICO: From John Nee to -- some time in 

4 June. 

5 (Laughter.) 

6 MR. KOTZ: Okay, well, close. The next document 

7 we're going to mark as SEC Exhibit No. 43, it is an e-mail. 

8 Tt is an e-mail from Peter Lamore to you, dated July 5, 2005, 

9 11:03 a.m. And it attaches a one-page document. 

10 (SEC Exhibit No. 43 was marked for 

11 identifj cation. 

12 BY MR. KOTZ: 

13 Q What is this document? 

14 A It looks like what would be a work summary control 

15 sheet related to the audit of the broker-dealer, which we 

16 then classified as section 1-9. 

17 Q And it says in here, the annual audit was prepared 

18 by the firm's independent auditors, Frieling and Horowitz. 

19 Did you ever look into Frieling and Horowitz? 

20 A No. And we saw payments going to them to pay for 

21 the annual audits, and we saw the annual audits, so we saw 

22 the name and stuff. But I can't recall if I googled their 

23 name. 

24 Okay. And did you recognize their name at the 

25 time? 
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1 A No. I don't know i~ -- I don't believe the name 

2 Frieling is mentioned in t~e other e-mail you showed me 

3 related to -- I don't think the  one or the one 

4 where it was about the -- or the family dynasty? 

5 Q Right. 

6 A I don't know if that name was mentioned in there 

7 now, thinking back. 

8 MR. KOTZ: Okay. Okay, the next document. We will 

9 mark the next exhibit as SEC Exhibit No. 44. This is also an 

10 e-mail. 

11 (SEC Exhibit Mo. 44 was marked ~or 

12 identi~ication. 

13 RY MR. KOTZ: 

14 Q This is an email from Peter Lamore to you, dated 

15 7/5/2005, 8:34 a.m. Rnd you say -- Peter says, "Attached is 

16 a writeup of the two articles written about C·Iadoff's hedge 

17 fund business. When you have time, let me know what you 

18 think." 

19 So, this is also kind of a work paper. Is that 

20 right? 

21 A Work summary control sheet that -- the majority of 

22 it would most likely be cut and pasted into the report, 

23 itsel~. Or, it was written in the report and then it was cut 

24 and pasted to make a work summary control sheet. 

25 Q And this is -- was taken directly from the two 
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1 articles? It's just a summary of the articles? 

2 A I haven't held them side by side. I think it's 

3 mostly the -- some quotes fron the articles, hut then r 

4 believe it's peppered with facts trom the exam, or where 

5 there were discrepancies, like where - let's see, T'm sure 

6 they ~re in there. This: just might be the -- well, let's 
7 see. 

E [The witness examined the document.) 

9 THE WITNESS: It might just be mostly the article. 

10 MR. KOTZ: Okay. 

II THE WITN~~S: Do you nave any questions about this 

12 one? 

13 MR. KOTZ: Why don't we go to SEC Exhibit No. 45? 

14 (SEC Exhibit No. 45 was marked for 

~s identification.! 

16 BY MK. KOTZ: 

17 ~ That's an e-rnail from Peter to yoii, Monday, July 

18 25, 2005, 8:51 a.m. And this is an attached document, as 

19 well. If you could, just tell me what this is. Supervisory 

20 compliance procedures? 

zi A Written supervisory procedures, yes. Rasically 

22 just has some backyround information ~bout the firm, and who 

23 would ~ake over in case ~ernie Madofi was absent, as the 

24 alternate 

25 Q In iookiny at the is3ue of supervisory ;-vmpliance 
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1 procedures, did you look at the issue of potential conflict 

2 of interest? For example, that family members were in key 

3 executive positions at the firm? 

4 A T'm pretty sure we were looking for, like, 

5 procedures, and we wanted to make sure that the people on the 

6 trading desk weren't e-mailing stuff to other people in the 

7 firm. So -- and we asked for outside brokerage accounts for 

8 some of the employees, to make sure they weren't trading on 

9 data -- so, in terms of -- so, family relations and stuff -- 

10 we knew from the beginning, by reading that Madoff dynasty, 

11 that it's ~ family business 

12 Q Right. 

13 A And there is nothing wrong with family businesses, 

14 per se, but 

15 Okay. What about the lack of an independent 

16 custodian? Was that an issue you looked at? 

17 A Does it say that here? 

18 I don't see it here. 

19 A Well, we were told that he had no control over the 

20 money, Bernie. He -- 

21 BY MS. STEIBER: 

22 Q Who told you that? 

23 A Bernie, himself. He would basically -- Tremont 

24 would say, "Okay, you have 7 billion," but the money would 

25 flow through to Barclays, and the trades were bought, and 
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1 like -- so he -- so we believed, or I believed, that the 

2 money and the securities were being held at Barclays, or 

3 cleared through Barclays in London, and then sent to the 

4 respective entities listed, like, under Kingate, where it 

5 said HSR(3 is custodian or Barclays -- whatever entity was 

5 listed as the custodian, that's where we thought the ultimate 

7 money and securities were being sent back and forth to. 

8 But you never had any independent verification of 

9 that, correct? 

10 A Other than the letter to I3arclays. And had we 

11 contacted and went to Tremont or Kingate, or one ofl those 

12 places, possibly, you know. But 

13 RY MR. KOTZ: 

14 Q What about the lack of segregatio~ of duties for 

15 the investment advisory firm? Did you look into that? 

16 A Considering they had no investment advisory 

17 business until two months into the exam, and you know, we -- 

18 I don't know if we requested the procedures for the 

19 investment advisory, but it wasn't a registered investment 

20 advisor. 

21 And that was the whole point I was trying to make, 

22 is that why shouldn't they be, you know? They're running $7 

2~ billion, $8 billion, and they have -- we said 15, they said 

24 14, first they said 4, so -- you know, it came down to 

25 semantics again, but -- 
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2 next document T'm going to mark as SEC Exhibit No. 46. 

3 (SEC Exhibit No. 46 was marked for 

4 identification.) 

S MR. KOTZ: This is an e-mail from Peter to you, 

6 Thursday, July 28, 200.5, 8:11 a.m. 

7 MR. TALARICO: Can I get a copy? Thanks. 

8 (The witness examined the document.) 

9 BY MR. KOTZ: 

10 Q This is a summary of the investment advisory 

11 business? 

12 A Correct. And it looks Like there would have be~i 

13 an attachment also of account information and allocated 

14 capital with that e-mail. 

15 Q And you used these in putting together the repori 

16 ~hese summaries? 

17 A Could be vice versa. Maybe the template of the 

18 report is filled in with the topics we want to talk about, 

19 Maybe we write it into the report, and then we cut and paste 

20 it into our control sheet. 

21 Q So, at this point in time, you were startiny to 

22 prepare the report. 

23 A Write. It's being written up and -- 

24 Q And so, you made the determination in this exam 

25 that there was no evidence of front running activity, 
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1 right? 

2 A Correct. 

3 Q Okay. Was there any thought to looking at the f~ct 

4 that ,- Madoff was making these very consistent returns with 

5 low volatility, or these other red flags, and the 

6 determination was he wasn't fr-ont running. Was there any 

7 thought given to looking at what the other possible 

8 explanations could be for how he was able to achieve these 

9 returns? 

10 A Yes, there were probably some other ideas, in terms 

11 of inside information or inside trading. 

12 (L And wcis there any discussion o~ continuing i-he 

13 exam, or refocusing the exam, riow that you've ruled out front 

14 running, to look at any other potential issues? 

15 A By then we had already been there two-and-a-hal- 

16 months, and that's the time we're given, and that's it. You 

17 know, do me and Pete pass each other in the hall the month 

18 after, Chree months later, and still shaking our heads about 

19 Madoff? Sure, of course. 

20 (2 And why isn't it that you - if you have an exam, 

21 and you're supposed to be there ~or a certain period of time, 

22 but you don't have all, the questions answered, woiildn't you 

23 just continue, and -- you know, continue with that before 

24 starting on something new? 

25 I mean, why is it kind ot jus~ understood that your 
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1 HY MR. KOTZ: 

% Q "Finally," because now you thought that now you 

3 would get to the bottom of some of these unanswered 

4 questions? 

S A Right. See if he is -- see why he is lying, or see 

6 if he's consistent with the lies he told us 

7 (Z But do you know if John Nee ever expressed any 

8 concern that perhaps it would make the exam team look bad, or 

9 the exam look bad, if enforcement then found out that there 

10 were 

II n Stuf~ we missed or something? 

12 V Stuff you missed. 

13 R I don't know what John was thinkiny, bui my thought 

14 would be, "Hey, here is everything we can do io help," and, 

15 you know, we're there to help, provided our supervisors Let 

16 us help. 

17 Q Did Peter Lamore ever express anything, any concern 

18 about missing anything? If you see in the e-mail he sends to 

19 John Nee, he says, "I don't believe we missed anything." 

20 A Yes, because for what we went in there to do, to 

21 look at front running, we really didn't miss anything. It's 

22 all the stuff that slowly trickled in, finding out about 

23 OCIE, finding out about this and that, that was, you know, 

24 what we were trying to keep unearthing. But 

25 Did you, at that time, read Harry Markopolos's 
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1 complaint? 

2 A Z read it in the e-mail that was forwarded to me 

3 November 7th or November 8th o·r something. 

4 Q of 2005? 

5 BY MS. STEIBER: 

6 If you look at the second page if this e-mail, 

I where it says -- the paragraph starting "In a nutshell," if 

8 you go about halfway into the paragraph it says, "The 

9 informant believes that Madoff may be running one giant Ponzi 

10 scheme and there are signs that it may be close to crashing 

down on him." 

12 When you heard that they had opened up the 

13 enforce~ent exam did you -- or enforcement investigation -- 

14 did you hear that they were investiyating Madoff for a 

15 possible Ponzi scheme? 

16 A I didn't see any of this but when I opened up the 

17 Markopolos attachment it said "Ponzi" in the first or second 

18 line, so that's when I first probably saw it. I didn't see 

19 this. 

20 BY MR. KOTZ: 

21 So when you say that in your exam you looked at 

22 front running, did you understand that now enforcement was 

23 looking at a different issue, the issue of a Ponzi scheme? 

24 R I don't know when r came to realize that they were 

25 looking at a Ponzi scheme other than seeing those 
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1 allegations, but i know Peter and T talked about a lot of the 

2 points in that and said, well, MarkopoLos didn't know they 

3 were trading in London from two in the morning until nine in 

4 the morning. 

5 Right, but before we get to that, based on Harry 

6 Markopolos' complaint did you understand that he was 

7 suggesting that there may have been -- Madoff may have 

8 engaged in a Ponzi scheme? Right? Isn't that -- 

9 A Am I reading, yes, correct. 

10 B - okay. And in your examination you focused upon 

front runni.ny, not whether he was erlyayed in a Ponzi scheme, 

12 :Ls t~-~at right? 

13 A Not on the flow of money, correct, not on that. 

14 B All ri~ght. So if you look at Sollazzo's response 

15 in this email to Bachenheimer cc John Nee Thursday, November 

16 3rd, 5:38, he says, "These are basically some of the same 

17 issues we investigated and I recognize at least one of the 

18 hedge funds. Some of the comments are not new. I remember 

19 looking at similar allegations back in the 90's of Madoff. 

20 John Nee supervised the exam, but I can get you a copy of the 

21 report." 

%2 Wasn't it the case that they were actually 

23 different issues? I mean, wasn't the complaint that Harry 

24 Markopolos brought forward relating to different issues than 

25 the issues you looked at in the exam? 
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1 A Meaning by Bob saying, "I remember lookirly irito 

2 similar allegations?" Similar allegations in this currenC 

email? 

4 Q Doesn't Bob give the impression in this email about 

5 you guys have already kind of looked at this issue and 

6 there's nothing new here, when, in fact, you had focused on 

7 front running and this was an allegation of a Ponzi scheme? 

8 A Okay. 

9 Q Isn't that right? 

10 A Yes, that's what it looks like. 

11 Q So the fact that you guys looked at it and didn't 

12 miss anything, would it necessarily mean that there wasn't 

13 plenty for the enforcement division to look at in terms of 

14 ttie Ponzi scheme allegation, right? 

15 A Correct, there would stLli be plenty of stuft to 

16 look at because we felt like we Left with some unanswered 

17 ideas or thoughts 

18 U Okay, and so you, personally, were happy that 

19 enforcement was looking at this matter further? 

20 A Correct. 

21 Q Do you know if Sollazzo or Nee were happy that 

22 enforcement was looking at this matter further? 

23 A I don't know. Based on "Ob, no!" I'd say riot so 

24 happy. 

25 BY MS. STEIBER: 
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1 O Would it make them look bad if enforcement finds 

2 something that their program didn't find? 

A Would it make enforcement look bad? 

4 Q Would it make OCIE look bad or the enforcement, in 

5 the examination program, look bad to Sollazzo and Nee if -- 

6 A There was a Ponzi and we missed it? 

7 Q -- right. 

8 A Sure, I guess it could make them look bad, but, you 

9 know, when you're dealing with three months of lies and stuff 

10 and, you know, back to the 90's, % was in grade school and, 

11 you know, thalr. was never bro~~ght to my dtteritioii of ariythiny 

12 happening In the 90's until % read recerii reports 

13 g Ri.ght. 

14 BY MR. KOTZ: 

15 Q Okay. You dori't know what those similar 

1G allegations back in the 90's, what Sollazzo was referring to? 

17 A There, then, no. Now that -- 

18 Q Sure. What it is? 

19 A -- the thing in '92 maybe with Bienes and Avellino 

20 or Avenus and $40 million or $400 million that was returned 

21 or something, just by reading in the news. 

22 Okay, let me go to the next document. We're going 

23 to mark this as Exhibit 50. This is an email from Peter to 

24 you dated 11/7/2005. 

25 (SEC Exhibit No. 50 was marked for 
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Ponzi scheme, so that could have been a section that Peter 

2 focused in on this guy, why he's doing it, a~ ~easL ihis yuy, 
but you'd have to ask him. 

4 (Z Ckay, but r mean from your perspective i' the 

5 author wanted to make money by uncovering the fraud, wouldn't 

6 he have the same interest as you or the enforcement division 

7 in trying to find the fraud? 

8 A Wouldn't he have the same interest? 

9 (Z Yes, well, why would that be -- 

io !2 He'd probably have a greater interest, I guess, you 

11 krlow, ezoilomicdlly. Bilt I WaS sittiny up in nlbsny in a 

12 con:erence room and proDably didn't have access to a print=r 

13 and dic·in'i~ piint out the full 14 pagOs and tear it apart 

14 be,ause PPlrer was looking th-nuyh it. I looked at it and 

15 helped out and gave comments w~ere I could. 

16 a Dic you ever- spe~k to Ilarry P·larkopolos? 

17 F, No. 

18 Q Do you know if Peter ever did? 

19 A I don't know. 

20 (SEC Exhibit No. 52 was mark-d for 

21 identification.) 

22 BY MR. KOTZ: 

23 Q Okay, ~et'3 go to the next documerit. This we're 

2/1 going to;nark as Exhibit 52. This is your response back 

25 I'm r;o=ry, this is John Nee's response back to Peter dated 
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i. 11/10/2005 11.:42 a.m., and at the top is an email from Peter 

2 to John Nee 11/10/2~05 11:51 a.m. 

3 And john Nee, in this email, says, "tbere is still 

4 a little mystery as to what Madoff does, but a Ponzi scheme 

5 or directly hitting on an immediate customer order flow 

6 doesn't likely from what we've seen." I assume he left out 

7 the word 'appear.' 

8 Was that your view, too, at that point that a Ponzi 

9 scheme didn't appear likely from what you've seen? 

10 A This is my first time reading this, this part, his 

1l response. This 7ust went back and forth to Pete. No, I 

12 don't think L would have chimed in and said def~nitely not a 

13 Fonzi scheme, but based on the documents we had and Looking 

14 at the broker dealer and us not seeing people reyuesting 

15 money and getting paid money, how ar-e we to believe 

16 differently that, you know, people are getting money and 

17 being received. 

18 Q Right, but wouldn't it be more accurate to say that 

19 you didn't look into the issue of a Ponzi scheme rather than 

20 to say based on what you've seen it didn't appear likely to 

21 be a Ponzi scheme? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Okay. I mean, what I'm getting at here is, do you 

24 think that perhaps John or Bob Sollazzo sort of downplayed 

25 the allegations in Harry Markopolos' complaint to 
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i enforcement? 

2 A It appears that way, but even i-hen when enforcement 

took the next step and started bringing people in and Peter 

4 heard Bernie or Frank or whoever blatantly lying again, 

5 there's only so much jumping up and down he can do and even 

6 with me confirming what he's saying it didn't help any. It 

7 was a slap on the wrist as opposed to doing something else. 

8 Q But, I mean, in your view, based on Harry 

9 Markopolos' complaint, there were matters in there, even 

10 based on the information that you gleamed during your exam, 

11 that should ~-iavc-? been followed up on by the enforceirieric 

12 division, is that right? 

13 A Sure, by then it was out of broker dealer's hands 

14 Rroker deal.er's not going to go back out ther.e ~ month 1Later, 

15 especia~ly wi~h enforcement being no~iiied an~ all they would 

16 do is contact the broken dealer side to say, han~ us what you 

17 have so far. We'll take it from there. 

18 Q Was there any discussion of doing additional exam 

19 work by the OCIE folks at that point? 

20 A OCIE, I don't know. I wasn't really involved. 

21 B But nobody brought that to your attention, the idea 

22 that perhaps now that Harry Markopolos ~iled his complaint 

23 you, or you and Peter, might go back in? 

24 A No, not to me. 

25 (SEC Exhibit No. 53 was marked for 
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1 had with, the enforcement lawyers, did they seem kind of 

2 energized about investigating this m~tter' 

3 A I didn't really talk ~o any of thein. I talked on 

4 maybe one phone call. I just got feedback from Pete. 

5 Q And did Pete, in that fee~back, ever indicate to 

6 you whether they were energized about this investigation? 

7 A I don't know about the beginning of the 

e investigation, but I know when he was extremely upset about 

9 the facr that thy weren't takng serious -he fact that 

10 evcrythirlg was a lie. Like there were :~o rr!diiy contradictions 

11 to what Rernie said ill testi~ony or Frsn~ ;aid to wh~t we 

12 were told on our exam. 

13 Q And so how, sccorc_liriq to Eel-, tlid en~orcement 

14 la~yers respond to those pointe th~l Peter was rr~kin~' 

15 A I don't kriow, but Z did see in one of the e~ails 

3Q from Sirnona or from them, where L-heM PUI a memo re~ated to s. 

17 call to Anjid someone or other from Fair-field i;rPenwich where 

18 it had a lot of points in there and where it broiight up the 

19 contradictory statement~ based on Pete's knowledge of our 

20 exam and from what the guy from Fairfield was saying. 

21 So it's just based on the information that 

22 i~'air~ield say that, oh, yeah, the optioris are done by Uernie 

23 or something. But we knew that Bernie told us January of '04 

24 they stopped. So that seemed to be a pretty good memo in the 

25 sense that it addressed some o~ the differences. 
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1 C) Did Pete give you any indication why the 

2 enforcement lawyers were not taking him seriously or why he 

3 had to jump up and down? 

4 A Can we go off? 

5 Q Sure. 

6 (A brief recess was taken.) 

7 (SEC Exhibit No. 54 was rnar-ked for 

8 identification.) 

9 BY MR. KOTZ: 

10 Q All riyht, why don't we show you this document, 

11 Exhibi~ 54. 

12 A Okay. 

13 Q This is an email from Simona to t'eter and Meaghan 

14 Cheuiig. Above it is an email. from Peter to Simona 11/17/2005 

15 10:18 a.m. Relow, as I indicated, is an email ~rom Simona to 

16 Peter Lamore, Meaghan Cheung; Wednesday 11/16/2005 

17 Were you aware of this issue about, "Meaghan, prior 

18 to sending out this request maybe it would make sense to call 

19 Fairfield's legal or compliance department to warn about the 

20 request and also to give a head's up as to it's scope?" Were 

21 you aware that that was talked about? 

22 A No, I'm not on this email. 

23 Okay. Do you have any idea why enforcement would 

24 call Fairfield's legal or compliance department to warn them 

25 about a request before sending it in an investigation? 
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1 and Peter's perspective you thought you should do more than 

Z seek information from some of the hedge funds on a voluntary 

basis, and if they don't work out don't do anything else? 

4 A What was that, what me and Peter had thought at the 

5 end o~ our exam? 

6 Well, no, at this stage you guys had completed your 

7 exam. Narry Markopolos issued his complaint. Enforcement 

8 was looking into it. Isn't it fair to say that it wasn't 

9 your and Peter's opinion that all you needed to do was seek 

1. O jnfou-mation from some of the hedge funds voluntarily and if 

i i they di:_in't work out not do anything else? 

12 A Yeah, especially not on a voluntary basis. You 

13 know, make them hand ver the documents, but once again, I'm 

14 not on any of these emails. I didn't see these emails 

15 between Calamari and Doria. 

16 (Z Okay. 

17 MS. STEIBER: Can we just go off the record for 

18 just a moment. 

19 MR. KOTZ: Why don't we go off the record. 

20 (A brief recess was taken.) 

21 BY MR. KOTZ: 

22 Q How many times did they take testimony, to your 

23 kriowledge, in the enforcement matter? Who did they take 

24 testimony o~? 

25 A T know they took tes~imony of Frank DiPascali. I 
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1 know they took Rernie Madoff. I don't know if they took 

2 someone else ~rorn his of~ice as well, and then I believe they 

3 brought in one or two people from Fairfield Greenwich, a guy 

4 Jeffrey something or other. 

5 (Z And Peter L~more went to both I)ernie and Frank 

6 DiPascali's testimony? 

7 A · I believe he sat in on both and I know he gave me a 

8 copy of Frank on my chair and I ~hink I got a copy of 

9 Bernie's afterwards 

10 So what WdS your reaction when you saw Bernie's 

11 transcript oi ~-ILs testimony? 

12 n I ~hink I had already been prepped in terms of all 

13 the discrepanci~es that were in there so reading it was just, 

14 you know, more disbelie~. 

IS And these were diszrepancies between what Bernie 

16 said under oath and what Uernie had told you? 

17 A Correct. 

18 Q And what was your reaction when you saw Frank 

19 DiPascali's testimony? 

20 A I think -- r don't know if Bernie had said that 

21 there were like four or five customers who had maybe $100 

22 million under management with him. That was shocking 

23 because, you know, we didn't know any of those customers. It 

24 didn't come up on any of the broker/dealer records. Thev 

25 didn't come up in the investment advisory 16 institutions. 
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1 So that was somewhat shocking and I believe I just did some 

2 google searches and Factiva searches and forwarded the 

3 information to Peter who I could find on the guy  or 

4 something. 

5 And then r guess in Frank's I think it came out 

6 that there were a handful more individuals who had money with 

7 Bernie as well, which, you know, was not anything we knew 

8 about either. 

9 Q So do you remember specifically what were the items 

10 in Bernie Madoff's transcript or testimony that conflicted 

II with what he told you? 

12 A I don't recall exactly. I haven't looked at a 

13 transcript in four years, three years, whenever it was. 

14 Q Okay. Did Peter Lamore ind~cate to you that he 

15 made the enforcement attorneys aware of these discrepancies 

16 between what Bernic Madoff said under oath and what he told 

17 you in the exan? 

18 A Under oath? Did he bring it up during the 

19 testimony do you mean? 

20 (Z No, afterward. 

21 A Yeah, I believe he told me what some of the 

22 discrepancies were. 

23 Q Do you know i~ Peter told the enforcement attorneys 

24 that he heard the testimony ofBernie Madoff and it 

25 conflicted with what Bernie had told him and you in the exam? 
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1 A I don't know, but I believe he did because I think 

2 he told me. I was Iiumping up and down at the attorneys and 

3 letting them know about all of the discrepancies 

4 And did Peter suggest anything spec~fic to do with 

5 regard to these discrepancies? 

6 A r don't know. I don't know if he made any 

7 suggestions to enforcement. That's not really our role as 

8 examiners. I guess we can help out and try to make 

9 suggestions, but that's really in their field or realm. 

10 Q Did Peter ever indicate to you that the en~orcement 

11 attorne~s weren't ;akiny him .i;eriously or weren'lr listeniny 
12 to him? 

13 A I don't know about not takiny him seriously, but 

14 the same way no one r-ally took Markopolos seriously. It's 

15 sort of the same way Peter felt to a same degree and me to 

16 maybe a ~esser degree just in terms of wanting to go to 

17 Fairfield or whatever. 

18 Q But did Peter indicate to you that enforcement 

19 attorneys weren't listening to him as much as he would have 

20 liked? 

21 A Maybe on one or two occasions. 

22 Q Okay. So at the point in time where Bernie Madoff 

23 to_d you a variety ot thin~s in the exam, you and Peter, and 

24 then there's testimony and Bernie Madotf contr-adicts himsel~, 

25 do you know whether Peter, at that point, believed that 
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I part oli i~ and, you know, someone should try to find that. I 

% Lhought that was a pretty key email. If you don't have it I 

3 could forward it to you guys probably. 

4 BY MS. STEIBER: 

5 It's nice to hear how it's relevant. 

b A Let me think if there's anything else that I 

7 thought you might have showed me. I mean, I think we had -- 

8 we were going to ask for like if they had a group Comad email 

9 address set up but, you know, someone from Comad Security was 

10 also listed as the fire warden for the floor and st~ift and so 

11 thi~ngs sorl_ of made sense, but at the same time it didn't 

12 always make sense. 

13 Q Have you learned anything now about Comad 

14 Securites that would have been relevant to your examination? 

L5 Sure. They whole fact that they were feeding money 

16 into these feeder funds or feeding money to Bernie that we 

17 had no idea about, that coiild have been important and 

18 relevant. 

19 But based on the story that Rernie told us about, 

20 yoii know, his family, friends would give him t.ie space and 

21 they help us manage our bonds, you know, he had bonds sitting 

22 in his account and they were sitting there and we saw checks 

23 monthly and you know it wasn't -- and the fact that it was 

2~ called Comad arid he was one of the directors, r thought maybe 

25 it should have been disclosed or something on a U4 or U5 or 
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2 CL' And were there any other emails Lo your supervisors 

3 ihat we haven't touched on Coday in which you raised an issue 

4 to them that maybe they didn't act on? 

5 A No, T'd say the biggest issues were the yojng to 

6 see the funds themselves and also the London affiliates and 

7 registering as an investment advisor. Those are big points 

8 It's like a double-edged sword in the nffice where i~ yell say 

9 to someone, hey, in terms of foreign affiliates what can be 

10 done; oh, I'm not sure or not much. 

11 if ynii then -- ~iou don't wani- i:o y around yoijrr 

12 superviso- and ask maybe the attorney in the office or ask 

13 soneone else in th~ of~ice hecsuse ttien vou're sn:t oi Yc~ing 

14 against what thev said or doubting what they say. So ii 

15 there was some way that you could do that and instead of 

16 cverynne just get praised io= it instead oi-, you know, 

17 getting shot down ~or it ~hat would be a yood thing. 
18 BY MR. KOTZ: 

19 Q But did that office of international affairs, 

20 wouldn't that be an office within the SEC that might have be 

21 able to help with is~ues involviny overseas entities? 

22 A Possibly. 

23 Q Was there any tho~ght to ask them -tor assistance? 

24 A No, I think we might have looked into the FSA and 

23 verified that the London affiliated was registered with the 
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2 on the Letterheads and stuff, but I mean even making a long 

3 distance call or something is sornethiny that might be frowned 

4 upon or you need all these documents and stuff to say you're 

5 calling customers. You know, it's a lot of red tape to 

b sometimes get stuff done. 

~I I~ any one of us could have just picked up the 

8 phone and called Fairfield or something and caught them off 

9 guard and asked a question, you know, fax me a statement from 

10 Bernie Madoff now, that could have maybe stopped it. Not us 

l1 faring over a reyuest li.st to them, giving them time to work 

12 on an answer. 

13 That was the urgency of saying, have Bernie print 

14 out a statement now and let's lock it up because we don't 

L5 want him picking out the statement he wants to show us. I've 

16 gone to firm~ where they're _iike, I'11 give yoii the print out 

17 I just handed to FINRA. Here's this; which now we do have 

18 because that's part of the FINRA oversight. 

19 MR. KOTZ: Okay. r think that's all we have. 

20 We're going to go off the record. 

21 (Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the examination was 

22 concluded.) 

23 * * t ~- ~ 

24 

25 
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